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The world is imperiled. An insane  wizard 
works to rip open a hole in reality to 
 unleash the Far Realm’s abominations 
and plunge the world into madness and 
despair. If he succeeds, chaotic energy 
washes across the world, altering all it 
touches. There isn’t time to raise armies, 
not a moment to call forth the gods’ 
 servants, so close the wizard is to  achieving 
his goal. It falls to a band of courageous 
adventurers to stand once more against 
the horrors of what lies beyond.
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 “Brink of Madness” is the third and final chapter 
of The Tear of Ioun, a three-part adventure arc for 
the Dungeons & Dragons Roleplaying game. This 
adventure assumes the players played through “Touch 
of Madness” and “Depths of Madness,” making this 
scenario the conclusion of the arc. The adventure is 
designed for a party of five 13th-level PCs.

Adventure 
BAckground

In an earlier age, the Kaorti were an order of priests 
dedicated to scholarship and Ioun. Into their posses-
sion was given an artifact known as the Tear of Ioun. 
The shining stone was a vessel of vast knowledge, and 
the Kaorti studied and protected it.
 Volarn, a charismatic priest of the order, sought all 
sorts of knowledge, even that of the forbidden sort. He 
came to believe that the Tear of Ioun could be used to 
open a portal to one of the greatest mysteries of exis-
tence—the Far Realm. He carefully executed a plan 
to explore the Far Realm, arrogantly believing his 
brilliant mind had thought of every needed protection 
and every contingency, but no mortal mind—however 
brilliant—can truly comprehend the Far Realm.
 The priest built an orrery powered by the Tear of 
Ioun and succeeded in opening a portal to the Far 
Realm. Volarn and his followers then stepped through 
the gate. However, the orrery failed, and the Tear of 
Ioun absorbed the energy of the Far Realm, irrevoca-
bly corrupting it. In the end, the orrery exploded and 
all but destroyed the temple housing it. The Kaorti 
name became a curse among those of Ioun’s followers 
who knew the truth. History passed into legend and 
out of mind.

 Since they first fell, the Kaorti reached beyond the 
planar boundaries in the hopes of securing mortal aid 
to release them. Each time, their psychic touch ruined 
rather than cultivated potential helpers, leaving 
insane husks. It would take a person of Volarn’s caliber 
to apprehend the fullness of the Far Realm’s promise, 
and so Volarn scoured the world for a descendant.
 Volarn found Malachi a dozen years ago, and 
Volarn saw the potential within his descendant. The 
Kaorti lord worked through Malachi’s dreams, caress-
ing his mind and twisting his intellect until madness 
welled up. Malachi’s fears diminished. Confidence 
and deranged hunger to behold the Outside clouded 
his every thought. The wizard became Volarn’s will-
ing servant, turning his magic toward Far Realm 
studies, becoming what he called an “alienist.”
 Straightaway, Malachi built a laboratory in the 
frozen north, excavating old tunnels beneath an 
abandoned fortress to house his workshops and gar-
rison. He gathered servants, brokered alliances, and 
recruited soldiers. Then he began to eliminate rivals 
and recover the components he needed to complete 
his mission.
 Just as Volarn had done, Malachi constructed an 
orrery to probe the folds in time and space for a gap he 
could open to allow the Kaorti an escape. Malachi also 
knew he needed a source of divine power—the Tear 
of Ioun—but the relic had been lost since the Kaorti’s 
ill-fated journey. With no idea where the artifact hid, 
Malachi sent his servants to scour the world for signs 
of its presence. When they picked up the trail, they 
were to use a special lead vessel to carry the object 
safely back to Malachi’s lair at the top of the world.
 Malachi’s servants have ever been a fractious lot. 
Infighting and treachery slowed their searching. 
Each sought the honor of locating the artifact first, so 

they spent as much time looking for the stone as they 
did putting obstacles in one another’s paths. Weeks 
turned into months, and months into years.
 It was a stroke of luck, then, that Malachi’s appren-
tice Cylus located the Tear. Fearing treachery from 
his fellow servants, he hired a band of adventurers 
to retrieve the item and return it to him using the 
strongbox he gave them. Thusly were the events 
described in “Touch of Madness” and “Depths of 
Madness” set in motion.
 After betrayals, setbacks, and interference by a 
new group of heroes, Malachi’s minions finally came 
into possession of the Tear. They race across the Shad-
owfell to a portal known as the Gloaming Gate. The 
portal carries them to Malachi’s Fortress at World’s 
End. There they hope to present the relic to their 
master and usher in the world’s final days.

Adventure SynopSiS

This adventure picks up right after the end of “Depths 
of Madness.” The PCs know Malachi’s servants f lee 
through the Shadowfell. To stand a chance at stopping 
the alienist, the characters must follow. If the PCs 
used their resources wisely, they know exactly where 
their foes are heading. If not, the heroes can still pick 
up the trail and track the thieves to the Gloaming 
Gate, and ultimately, the Fortress at World’s End.
 After coming through the Gloaming Gate, the PCs 
find themselves on a sheet of ice, far below the shelf 
that holds the Fortress at Worlds End. They must 
win past Malachi’s guardians and traps to stop the 
depraved wizard. If they’re too late, the characters 
must find a way to contain the damage.
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Adventure Hooks
Players who played through “Touch of Madness” and 
“Depths of Madness” already have incentive to pursue 
this story. You can run this adventure by itself, how-
ever. Consider using any of the following adventure 
hooks, although Wellspring’s Cry is the most straight-
forward of the three.
 Kidnapping Attempt: Malachi’s servants attempt 
to abduct the PCs as a gift to their master. Malachi 
plans to transform such powerful individuals into 
monstrous servants implanted with Far Realm enti-
ties. The PCs defeat the attackers, or fall prey to them 
but eventually escape. From these foes, living (inter-
rogation) or dead (Speak with Dead), the heroes can 
learn of Malachi’s plans and the horror of the Tear of 
Ioun. They also learn the locations of the Gloaming 
Gate and Fortress at World’s End.
 Dire omens: A strange wind whips up, carrying 
with it a foul corruption. Animals sicken and die, 
people develop unusual corruptions of the f lesh and 
mind, and odd lights appear in the far north. Augu-
ries reveal the terrible danger and the force behind 
the threat—Malachi and the Tear of Ioun. A patron, 
friend, or even an old enemy seeks the PCs out, 
urging them to deal with the alienist and his minions 
before it’s too late.
 Wellspring’s Cry: Devastated in the wake of the 
chaos the Tear of Ioun created, the town of Wellspring 
is in need of heroes. Lord Criswell, the local ruler, 
spares no expense to send for those worthy to deal 
with the threat. Through an authority linked to the 
PCs, he contacts the characters. So the characters can 
come quickly, the lord also pays for a Linked Portal 
ritual and allows the party to use the permanent 
teleportation circle hidden in Castle Criswell. Within 
the town’s temple to Ioun—the Mindspire, where 

Malachi’s servants seized the Tear of Ioun—an active 
shadow crossing still exists. In an active shadow 
crossing, the barrier between the world and Shadow-
fell is open. (An inactive shadow crossing is where the 
barrier is merely thin.) Through this rift, the PCs can 
cross into the Shadowfell without the use of a ritual 
or magic item. From there, they can track Malachi’s 
servants. The shadow crossing stays active as long 
as necessary for the purpose of the adventure. If you 
want to give the adventurers some incentive for a 

quick trip, consider having the crossing start to close, 
or otherwise impose a time constraint as you see fit.
 If you lack maps of Wellspring and its 
 environs, you can download them from the 
Dungeon 161 Gallery http://www.wizards.com/
default.asp?x=dnd/4map/20081224

treASure

The treasure in this adventure is for you to decide, 
based on your campaign’s needs and PC wish lists. 
What the adventure does suggest is where you might 
place parcels.
 Characters who start this adventure right at 13th 
level should be almost all the way to 15th level by the 
end of the adventure. You’ll need to give out all the 
parcels for level 13 and around eight of those for level 
14. See Dungeon Master's Guide page 127 for informa-
tion on those parcels.
 The following list shows where parcels appear in the 
adventure. Take time to assign parcels before running 
the adventure. Assign 14th-level treasure to tougher 
encounters likely to occur later in the adventure. You 
might also want to assign magic item parcels to NPCs, 
so the NPCs can use those items against the PCs.

Treasure Locations
 Encounter A (Ghostly Choir): One parcel
 Encounter D (Back From Nightmare): Two parcels
 Encounter 7 (False Orrery): One parcel
 Encounter 9 (Demon Pit): One parcel
 Encounter 14 (Treasure Room): Four parcels
 Encounter 20 (Malachi’s Chambers): Two parcels
 Encounter 21 (Library): Two parcels.
 Encounter 22 (Nessian Shrine): Two parcels
 Encounter 23 (Bleeding Universe): Three parcels

QueSt: deStroy  
the teAr of ioun

Players who have played the other adventures in this 
series know the Tear of Ioun is corrupted and corrupt-
ing. They know that possessing the horrifying artifact 
for even a short time leads to madness and mutation. 
The only real option is to destroy it. Unless you decide 
otherwise, it is important that players understand this 
fact before they have to deal with the stone in the 
encounter with Malachi. Characters who find the arti-
fact and destroy it complete a 14th-level major quest 
worth 5,000 XP to the group.
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getting StArted

Using the active shadow crossing within the Mind-
spire in Wellspring is the best way to follow Malachi’s 
lackeys. It’s free, and it puts the PCs directly on the 
right path. Supposing the PCs don’t use the active 
shadow crossing, they have a couple other options for 
entering the Shadowfell. Those who use these other 
means still have the encounters in this adventure, 
unless you wish to add your own.

Blackgate Rune
Characters who completed “Depths of Madness” 
should possess one or more of these items. Alterna-
tively, a patron such as Lord Criswell can provide 
one or two for the PCs to use on this mission. (Lord 
Criswell likely acquired the items from the few of 
Malachi’s soldiers whom Wellspring’s guards man-
aged to defeat.) The PCs can easily purchase one or 
more of these consumables instead.

Blackgate Rune Level 12
This glossy black stone bears a complex sigil etched on its 
surface.

Consumable 520 gp
Power (Consumable ✦ Teleportation): Standard Action. You 

open a portal between corresponding places in the Shad-
owfell and the world. The portal lasts for 3 rounds, or until 
you wish it to close (free action), whichever is less time.

Shadow Passage
The PCs need only find an inactive shadow crossing 
to use the Shadow Passage ritual (see below; origi-
nally from Manual of the Planes page 151). A patron 
might provide the ritual and pay the component cost. 
The PCs can instead turn to an NPC wizard for help 
or buy a ritual scroll.

Shadow Passage
Where shadows lie thick in the world, you can push aside 
the veil and step into the Shadowfell.

Level: 8
Category: Travel
Time: 10 minutes
Duration: Instantaneous

Component Cost: 135 gp
Market Price: 680 gp
Key Skill: Arcana or 
 Religion (no check)

Use this ritual at a shadow crossing (see Wellspring’s Cry 
or Manual of the Planes page 50). When you perform 
this ritual, you shift yourself and up to eight allies from 
the world to a corresponding location in the Shadowfell, 
or from the Shadowfell to a corresponding location in 
the world. The shadow crossing need not be active for 
Shadow Passage to work.
 You remain in the Shadowfell until you leave by 
another means or you perform this ritual again at a 
shadow crossing.
 Special: Shadar-kai have a special connection to the 
Shadowfell. Consequently, a shadar-kai who has mastered 
this ritual or performs it from a scroll does not pay the 
component cost.

into the ShAdowfell

The Shadowfell is the dark echo of the natural world, 
containing many of the same features, places, and 
landmarks. In fact, some places in the Shadowfell are 
nearly identical to locations in the world, although 
cloaked in a gloomy pall.
 Differences between the world and related loca-
tions in the Shadowfell are often disturbing. A town 
in the world might be a graveyard in the Shadowfell. 
Mountains could be worn to hills or replaced by 
plains. Roads might travel in the same direction, but 
gloom pervades them and hazards are far more sinis-
ter. Strange, chilling mists appear out of nowhere or 
hang over the landscape.
 Here, the sun, moon, and stars are hidden or dim. 
Living creatures unused to the plane’s environs feel 
uncomfortable, reminded of age, winter, and old 
injuries. Sadness and apathy begin to take hold in a 
traveler’s mind.

Light
Outdoors during the day, the Shadowfell is full of dim 
light with darker shadows. At night, the darkness is 
almost physical, and nonmagical light sources illumi-
nate only half the normal area on this plane.

Picking up the Trail
Characters can follow their enemies by tracking them 
from the shadow crossing in Wellspring. At this point, 
however, the PCs need not be seeking Malachi’s sol-
diers directly. Indeed, the hook you have used might 
not make this possible, requiring the characters to 
proceed to the Gloaming Gate. Travel through the 
Shadowfell wilderness along the road is at a normal 
pace, but in the woods, the pace is 3/4 normal.
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Gloaming Gate
In “Depths of Madness” the PCs should have learned 
of the gate and its location. Characters who start 
this adventure without playing through the others 
could have a similar advantage. Otherwise, know-
ing the location of the Gloaming Gate requires a DC 
23 Arcana check or DC 25 History check. If they 
wish, the PCs can proceed to the gate without track-
ing their foes. Travel to the Gloaming Gate takes the 
PCs through the same territory even if they do not or 
cannot track those who bear the Tear of Ioun to Mala-
chi’s stronghold.

Fortress at World’s End
The fortress is little known in the outside world, but 
a PC who succeeds on a DC 27 History check might 
know of it and its location in the north. Such a char-
acter might further know the place has a broader 
history.
 History DC 32: The fortress has been in the 
frozen north, bordering the Shadowfell, since the 
days of Bael Turath. It was the home of a diabolic cult 
known as the Wrights of Nessus.

Tracking Malachi’s Agents
This adventure assumes Malachi’s servants have a 
lead on the PCs based on the developments of the 
previous adventure. Six humanoids entered the Shad-
owfell from within the Mindspire. They didn’t expect 
the Tear of Ioun to leave an active shadow crossing 
where they made their escape. On the other side of 
the crossing, a DC 20 Perception check (+2 per day 
before the PCs follow) reveals tracks in the dust of 
the Mindspire’s ruined shadow double. Each day, the 
tracker has to succeed on a similar check to continue 
following the tracks.

 Catching up: At the end the first successful day of 
tracking (traveling for the normal 10 hours), the PCs 
notice that Malachi’s servants must be traveling at a 
forced march. Malachi’s agents move along the road 
and in the woods at an average pace of 2-2/3 miles 
per hour for 17 hours a day—or about 45 miles per 
day. As the PCs learn this information, if they know 
the location of the Gloaming Gate, they quickly real-
ize that the agents probably reached the gate on the 
first day. The PCs have little chance of catching up 
before the agents arrive at their master’s citadel.
 Nevertheless, the PCs can make chase at this 
forced pace if they want to do so. Doing so requires a 
DC 15 Endurance check (initial DC 17 for PCs who 
have a speed lower than 6; +2 to the DC for each hour 
after the eleventh). If a character succeeds on the 
check by 5 or more, he or she can assist one other PC. 
A failure costs the failing character a healing surge.
 Losing the Trail: Any failure of Perception puts 
the PCs farther behind their quarry, supposing the 
tracker searches for the trail again. Doing so allows 
a retry on the Perception check every hour. That’s 
an hour of travel lost for the day, and a situation that 
might open the party to random encounters in the 
Shadowfell. Three failures in a row means the PCs 
lose the trail altogether.

A. Arrival
The PCs arrive in the Shadowfell in this place. 
Describe their surroundings with the Shadowfell’s 
gloomy nature in mind. The inside of the Mindspire, 
for instance, looks ancient, cracked, and rubble-
strewn, its top felled by time. The benighted streets 
of a ruined and empty Wellspring soon give way to a 
menacing forest.
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 The road from Wellspring is in the Shadow-
fell, rutted and dilapidated. It leads north. Twisted 
trees extend for miles around it. Even atop a tree, a 
climber’s view isn’t much improved thanks to the mist 
hanging over the forest.

B. Death’s Choir
A depraved ghost harpy lurks in the trees, watching 
the nearby road. The remains of her past victims 
linger among the trunks, some serving her whims 
and hungering for the living.
 Tactical encounter: Death’s Choir (page 62).

C. Crossed Purposes
Where the roads meet, the dead point the way.

When the PCs can see the crossroads, read:

A crossroads lies ahead. A gallows stands in the center of 
the road, a slender cage hanging from it. Inside, a twitching 
corpse stands, eyeing your approach. As you move closer, it 
nods, groans, and extends a rotting arm to point to the east.
 In a rasping voice, it says, “My master bids you come 
to the circle of stone, there to receive your reward for great 
deeds past.”
 As it finishes, the corpse exhales and slumps against the 
cage. Whatever animated it is gone.

The corpse says no more, and is in fact not a creature. 
It says what it has to say even if attacked (Defenses 
20, 25 hp), unless the attacks destroy it first. The cage 
provides it cover.

 Questioning the Dead: If the PCs use Speak 
With Dead on the corpse, it can reveal that Elomir, 
returned from death “by the Blood Lord,” awaits the 
PCs in a circle of standing stones about 5 miles to the 
east. Elomir had a ritual that allowed him to use this 
corpse as a watcher and messenger, but the magic is 
done now. If the PCs didn’t slay Elomir in “Touch of 
Madness,” alter the story to fit your campaign. Per-
haps another hated villain has returned from death to 
vex the PCs a final time.
 Sidetracked: The tracks of Malachi’s agents, of 
course, still lead north. This is a detour from the PCs’ 
ultimate goal. However, if they don’t deal with Elomir 
here, they might have to when they return from the 
Fortress at World’s End. How that plays out is up to 
you, but Elomir still hungers for vengeance and pos-
session of the Tear of Ioun.

D. Back From Nightmare
In death, Elomir made a deal with Orcus—a deal for 
immortality, power, and revenge. On part of the bar-
gain was that he be given a chance to slay those who 
killed him. To that end, he made his way to an ancient 
stone circle to await the PCs.
 Tactical encounter: Back From Nightmare (page 
64).

E. Gloaming Gate
Here, on the shore of the Umbral Sea, the Gloaming 
Gate connects the Shadowfell to the world at a point 
near the Fortress at Worlds End. Malachi’s demonic 
allies guard the portal. It is possible for the PCs to 
face two encounters at this point, so prepare for also 
running area 1 of the Fortress at World’s End.
 Tactical encounter: Gloaming Gate (page 66).
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fortreSS At 
worldS end

In the bitter cold of the world’s northern reaches 
stands the Fortress at Worlds End. It is an accursed 
place, built by long-dead hands for unknown pur-
poses. The fortress bears few clues as to its original 
intent. In all, it is ruin preserved by ice and covered 
rime. A shimmering curtain of color writhes in the 
darkened heavens above it, similar light issuing from 
the shrine in its inner courtyard. Some of its original 
inhabitants still roam in undead form across the 
frozen waste. A few have allied with Malachi, but 
others harry the wizard’s servants from time to time.
 The visible fortress is almost empty, and it stands 
atop Malachi’s hidden lair. Beneath the ice and rock 
is a network of passages and rooms. Some are ancient, 
but others Malachi added to hide his work and escape 
the hostile undead of the area. It is here that Malachi 
works toward opening the Far Realm.

Environment
The Fortress at Worlds End overlooks a sea full of 
icebergs and ice sheets that collide and grind atop the 
unruly waters. Near the citadel, the ice is broken up 
into smaller sections. To the north, ice and snow form 
a frozen plain at the top of the world.
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Exterior Features
 extreme Cold: Every hour a character spends in 
outside the fortress—even while camping—he or she 
must succeed on a DC 23 Endurance check or lose 
a healing surge. If the PC has no healing surges left, 
that character instead takes damage equal to his or 
her level. Thos who take an extended rest while on 
the ice recover healing surges lost in combat, but not 
those lost from failed Endurance checks. The PCs 
gain a +2 bonus to these checks.
 Illumination: During the day, bright light per-
vades despite the snow. At night, the lights in the sky 
provide dim light, though creatures are still subject to 
the effect of the falling snow.
 Road: An expanse of icy, broken ground leads up 
to the fortress. Snow blankets jagged rock covered in 
patches of ebony ice. However, a wide avenue clear of 
ice leads to the fortress.

Fortress Features
 Walls: Three walls (Athletics DC 25 to climb) 
encircle the inner courtyard. The outer walls are 60 
feet tall.
 Doors: Massive stone doors block access to the 
inner courtyards. The hinges are nested, so they can’t 
be damaged easily. A sheet of ice covers the doors 
(Athletics DC 35 to break open), all of which are 
locked (Thievery DC 30 to open).
 Shrine Hill: A false hill built of steps rises against 
a cliff behind the fortress. Atop it is a single, large 
building from which shimmering, multicolored light 
issues. See area 7 for more information.

Dungeon Features
 Ceilings: The ceilings are 15 feet high, although 
specific chambers might have differing ceiling 
heights.
 Doors: The doors are fashioned from hewn ice 
slabs fitted on ice hinges.
 entrances: The characters can enter the through 
areas marked with the number 3 on the map, through 
the concealed door in area 4, or through the trapdoor 
also in area 4. See the specific descriptions of those 
areas below.
 Floors: Although many of the f loors are hewn ice, 
gravel covers enough of the surface to allow normal 
movement. Unless otherwise noted, creatures can 
move across the f loors normally.
 Illumination: All rooms, passages, and other loca-
tions are dark, unless otherwise noted.
 Sounds: The whole complex creaks and groans, 
cracks and shudders. These noises sometimes cover 
other sounds.

 Temperature: Inside the dungeon, it is chilly but 
not dangerously cold.
 Walls: The walls throughout the dungeon are 
fashioned from hewn magical ice and stone (Athletics 
DC 23 to climb).

Locations
The following encounter areas correspond to those 
shown on the map.

1. Demon Dogs
When the characters use the Gloaming Gate, they 
appear here, where more demons guard the approach 
to the fortress.
 encounter: Demon Dogs (page 68).

2. Dark Watchers
This shattered structure was once a bridge. Malachi’s 
soldiers watch for intruders here.
 encounter: Dark Watchers (page 70).

3. Mist Vents
About 50 feet above the water are four vents leading 
into the dungeon. Mist f lows from each entrance and 
up a short way before dispersing. Those close enough 
to see a vent despite the swirling snow can do so with 
a DC 16 Perception check.

If the PCs enter here, read:

A wide tunnel stretches into the darkness. The walls cut 
from ice, but you can see stone carvings underneath. Weird 
whorls and unusual patterns cover this stone.

The mist is irritating but harmless outside the dun-
geon. Within the entire length of each north-south 
corridor is a dangerous hazard.

hunter vrockS

Level 11 encounter (3,200 XP)

4 vrocks (MM 58)

Malachi has a flight of vrocks patrolling and hunting 
for meat in the frozen lands around the fortress. They 
bring what they catch back to Malachi’s butcher in 
area 16. You can throw these vrocks at the PCs as 
an extra encounter somewhere in the fortress, pos-
sibly just after the fight with the butcher or a surface 
encounter.
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Apathy Mist Level 12 Lurker
Hazard XP 700
Curling white mist promises loss of motivation and oblivion to 
those who linger here overlong.

Hazard: Whenever a character enters the room or starts its 
turn in the room, the hazard attacks.

Perception
 No check is necessary to see the mist.
Dungeoneering
✦ DC 21: The character identifies the mist.
Trigger
 When a target enters or starts its turn in the area.
Attack ✦ Necrotic
Opportunity Action Melee touch
Target: The triggering creature
Attack: +15 vs. Fortitude
Hit: 2d8 + 5 necrotic damage, and the target is slowed 

(save ends). If the target is already slowed, it is instead 
immobilized (save ends).

Countermeasure
✦A character using a power with the fire or radiant keyword 

clears the mist in each square of the power’s area. The area 
remains clear until the end of that character’s next turn.

4. Icy Welcome
Great stone gates here stand slightly ajar, leading to a 
courtyard. Even though this area contains two entry 
points into the lower level, Malachi has left it to its 
ancient residents . . . or what remains of them.
 encounter: Icy Welcome (page 72).

5. Second Courtyard
The gate here is unlocked and slightly open.

When the PCs enter, read:

Beyond the stone gates is another long courtyard. The 
rough path continues to another set of steep stairs, leading 
to another gate. Unlike the other fortress walls, this gate 
and its wall have no towers.

6. Inner Courtyard
Undead lurk in this courtyard, attracted to the energy 
of the false orrery but repelled by its dangerous close-
range emanations.
 encounter: Inner Courtyard (page 74).

7. False Orrery
A stepped hill rises from the north end of the court-
yard. On the top of the raised area stands an ancient 
shrine. Malachi had a false orrery built inside the 
shrine to lure unwanted visitors to their doom.
 encounter: False Orrery (page 76).

8. Barracks
Before so many left to search for the Tear of Ioun, Mal-
achi’s agents used these sleeping quarters.

When the PCs enter, read:

This room contains empty beds that look like they haven’t 
seen use in a long while.

The PCs can rest here safely, unless they do some-
thing to attract the attention of the demons in area 9.

9. Demon Pit
Malachi consorted with fiends to provide himself 
with guards and knowledge. A few remain here to 
revel in the chaos their master might unleash.
 encounter: Demon Pit (page 78).

10. Recreation Hall
Malachi’s favored servants sometimes spent time here 
until he dispatched them to search for the Tear of Ioun.

When the PCs enter, read:

Cushions, blankets, and pillows litter the room’s f loor. Three 
ornate hookah pipes filled with murky water stand about 
the chamber.

11. Reflection Room
This is Malachi’s private chamber for dreaming.

When the PCs see the area, read:

A single chair sits near the wall of this short hall. It looks 
like a guard post.

The chair is real, but the wall behind it is an illusion 
(Arcana DC 26 to detect and identify). Interacting 
with the wall allows a character to see the illusion for 
what it is.

When the PCs enter, read:

Mirrors cover each wall of this small room. The mirrors 
bear a thin brown film, likely left from smoke. A blue prayer 
mat lies on the f loor in the center of the room next to a tall 
hookah pipe partly filled with dark water.

This room is safe: None of Malachi’s soldiers dare to 
enter unless they know something is amiss, and Mala-
chi is too busy to come here anytime soon.

12. Prison
Here, Malachi discards those who displease him. The 
demons sometimes “harvest” such prisoners.

When the characters round the corner, read:

Chains set in the ceiling suspend six human-sized cages 
above the f loor. The cages are empty, although stains on the 
f loor suggest an unhappy end for past residents.
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13. Rest Hall
Malachi’s few remaining soldiers while away the time 
here, awaiting their master’s success. Each one of the 
secret doors that approaches this area can be located 
with DC 28 Perception check.
 encounter: Rest Hall (page 80).

14. Treasure Room
Malachi uses these chambers to store his collected 
wealth, a considerable hoard of treasure he has slowly 
liquidated to support himself and his mission. He has 
left guardians to ensure the treasure remains his.
 encounter: Treasure Room (page 82).

15. Guard Station
Malachi’s sentries once kept watch on the vents.

When the PCs enter, read:

This small room contains a round table and four chairs. On 
the table are a few playing cards.

16. Butcher’s Lair
Malachi’s experiments with the Far Realm have 
born strange necromantic fruit in his creation of the 
monstrosity that lives and works here. The butcher 
takes care of Malachi’s prisoners and enemies to feed 
Malachi’s pets in area 19 with entertaining animate 
lumps of f lesh.
 encounter: Butcher’s Lair (page 83).

17. Hall of Tentacles
This chamber is an obstacle placed to prevent unau-
thorized access to the pool of frozen spirits.
 encounter: Hall of Tentacles (page 84).

18. Pool of the Frozen Spirits
Another ancient part of the complex, this room holds 
a magical device. The door to the room is locked, as 
described in the Hall of Tentacles tactical encounter.

When the PCs enter, read:

Golden glyphs shine, glowing beneath the ice covering the 
room’s walls. At the center of the chamber, there stands 
a great font, about five feet in diameter. A blue radiance 
emanates from within. An uncommon chill hangs here, far 
colder than anything you have thus far experienced.

Lore
A character can use detect magic with Arcana to dis-
cern important details about the pool.
 DC 20: This font is in fact a magical pool. By its look, it 
harnesses the forces of elemental cold.
 DC 23: Those who withstand the pool’s chill can gain 
significant resistance to cold by drawing a portion of its 
magic into themselves.
 DC 25: This pool is tainted with death energy. This 
could affect those who use the pool.

Activation
The pool deals 20 cold damage to a creature each 
round that creature maintains contact with the water. 
To gain the benefit of the pool, a creature must stand 
unprotected within its confines for at least 3 rounds. 
The pool works on up to five creatures a day, and up 
to ten creatures a month.

Effect
The creature gains resist 5 cold and resist 5 necrotic 
for 30 days. If a creature dies while it has these resis-
tances, it rises as an icewight 1 hour later.
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19. Cold Shadows
Malachi keeps a few special creatures here, nurturing 
them to be truly mighty followers once he brings the 
Kaorti to the world.
 encounter: Cold Shadows (page 86).

20. Malachi’s Chambers
When not working or reflecting, Malachi spends his 
time here, studying and relaxing.

When the characters enter this room, read:

This room holds a four-post bed, a wardrobe, chest of 
drawers, a large desk, a pair of chairs, and a blue rug on the 
f loor.

 Bed: Pale white worms infest the sheets, pillows, 
and down mattress.
 Wardrobe: The wardrobe holds a collection of 
feminine clothing, including dresses, smallclothes, 
and shifts, all of which are spotted with blood and 
have suspicious holes.
 Desk: This is a roll-top writing desk, and to either 
side of the chair is a column of drawers. Beneath 
the roll top lay stacks of papers, each page holding 
sketches of mad images, disturbing monsters, demons 
and summoning diagrams, and orrery designs, most 
of which are scratched through. In the raving writing, 
the word “Volarn” shows up repeatedly.
 Valuable Drawings: If A PC succeeds on a DC 23 
Perception check, he or she uncovers a valuable draw-
ing. One minute of searching is required to uncover 
each one, and the characters can split up the work.
 ✦ One is a drawing of the butcher in area 16.
 ✦ Among sketches of demons and summoning dia-
grams is a map of area 9 (Demon Pit) that shows the 
secret door. Another shows the secret door in area 14. 
Malachi also lists the demons still dwelling there—an 
immolith, a solamith, and three mezzodemons.

 ✦ With drawings of the far eidolons is the map of 
area 14, also showing the secret door. The PCs also 
learn from the drawings that the statues in the area 
(far eidolons) are dangerous creatures.
 ✦ A diagram details the false orrery in area 7. 
Those who find this diagram gain +2 to checks when 
dealing with that trap.
 ✦ Another diagram details the true orrery in area 
23, also granting +2 to checks when dealing with that 
trap. It’s clear this orrery is different from the false 
one—it has no controls for example. It runs completely 
on the eldritch energy from the Tear of Ioun. However, 
some of the tactics useful against the false orrery are 
useful against the true orrery. Malachi has also ren-
dered the Tear of Ioun—an oblong black crystal with 
green veins—accurately on the schematic. A note on 
the paper reads, “Do not allow the portal to touch the 
stone.”
 Secret Doors: A secret door (Perception DC 24 to 
locate from this side) opens into the library (area 22). 
A similar door opens back into area 19 (Perception 
DC 18 to locate from this side). Both doors are locked 
(Thievery DC 30 to open; Athletics DC 32 to break).
 Treasure: The bedroom contains two parcels of 
treasure, likely to include rituals and residuum.

21. Nessus Shrine
This shrine stood here long before Malachi came to 
the fortress, and many of the fortress’s builders are 
interred here. Malachi’s twisted rituals have stirred 
malevolent spirits to wakefulness.
 encounter: Nessus Shrine (page 88).
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22. Library
The door to this room is locked (Thievery DC 25 to 
unlock; Athletics DC 30 to break).

When the characters open the door, read:

A long narrow hall opens onto a small rectangular room. 
Shelves filled with books cover the walls, and racks hold 
scroll cases. A thick pink rug covers the f loor.

 This room is Malachi’s library and it’s here that he 
keeps his books related to his study.
 Secret Door: A secret door (Perception DC 28 
to locate from this side) opens in one of the shelves, 
allowing Malachi back into his chambers. It’s locked 
(Thievery DC 30 to open; Athletics DC 32 to break).
 Treasure: Two parcels of treasure are stored here, 
including valuable writings and consumables.

23. Bleeding Universe
This room holds the true orrery, the Tear of Ioun, and 
the mastermind behind the doom that hangs over the 
world. Characters pausing to listen at the door hear 
unspeakable sounds coming from beyond—shrieks, 
moans, and the crackling of energy.
 encounter: Bleeding Universe (page 90).

Conclusion
This adventure has several possible out-
comes. The best is for the PCs to navigate 
the perils, make their way to area 23, f ling 
the Tear of Ioun into the portal, and defeat 
Malachi and Volarn.
 The PCs could defeat Malachi but end 
up with the Tear of Ioun. Its weird power is 
likely to corrupt the unprotected charac-
ters over time, so it’s a race to find another 
way to destroy the artifact. How the Tear of 
Ioun affects them until they find a way is 
up to you.
 If the PCs fail, Volarn pulls the rest of 
the Kaorti from the Far Realm. He then 
sets about spilling more of the Far Realm 
into the world until that plane’s unnatural 
forces wash across the planet. Malachi 
might help in this, or he might escape to 
create another menace, or he might die at 
Volarn’s twisted hands. Eventually, power-
ful mortals—possibly new PCs—intervene. 
Through their efforts, Volarn is defeated, 
but possibly not before much of the world 
is irreparably damaged, altered into some-
thing utterly new and awful.
 It’s also possible that a few Kaorti 
escape. If so, they set about trying to allow 
their trapped fellows back into the world 
from Far Realm. Such a plot—as well as an 
adventure based on PC failure—can make 
use of the Kaorti  monsters in this adven-
ture. They can also feature unique Kaorti 
that you design.
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deAth’S choir

encounter Level 13 (4,650 XP)

Setup
ghost harpy (H)
2 marrowshriek skeletons (M)
5 keening spirits (K)

Don’t place the monsters until the PCs spot one or 
more of them.

When the PCs come near the area, read:

A palpable dread pervades the silent forest surrounding the 
road here, as if something were trying to pull your heart 
from your chest. You spot hints of buried bones among the 
trees.
 Perception DC 18: Floating among the trees are 
shadowy wisps, vaguely shaped like the upper parts of a 
humanoid.
 Perception DC 23: Leering from a skeletal oak is a 
winged apparition—a harpy who has passed into death but 
not out of this world.
 Perception DC 25: Among the bonelike branches 
lurk dark skeletons, with cold sparks burning dimly in their 
eye sockets.

The PCs are surprised unless they spot one or more of 
the monsters. The battle begins with the harpy ghost’s 
lurking voice (see Tactics).

When that happens, read:

Suddenly, a heart-rending song splits the silence!

The harpy’s aim is to draw the PCs to her and her 
minions before the battle begins in earnest.

Ghost Harpy (H) Level 14 Elite Controller
Medium shadow humanoid (undead) XP 2,000
Initiative +10 Senses Perception +13 darkvision
HP 169; Bloodied 84
AC 28; Fortitude 27, Reflex 27, Will 28
Immune disease, poison; Resist 10 thunder, insubstantial
Saving Throws +2
Speed fly 8 (hover); phasing
Action Points 1
m Spirit Claw (standard; at-will) ✦ Necrotic
 +15 vs. Reflex; 1d10 + 6 necrotic damage.
M Death Kiss (minor 1/round; at-will) ✦ Psychic
 +16 vs. Will; 2d6 + 6 psychic damage, and the target takes a 

–2 penalty to Fortitude (save ends).
C Spirit Call (standard; sustain minor; at-will) ✦ Charm
 Close burst 10; deafened creatures are immune; +15 vs. 

Will; the target is pulled 4 squares and immobilized (save 
ends). Sustain Minor: Any target that has not yet saved 
against the effect is pulled 4 squares and immobilized 
(save ends).

C Despairing Screech (standard; recharge ⚄ ⚅) ✦ Thunder
 Close burst 5; targets enemies; +15 vs. Fortitude; 2d6 + 6 

thunder damage, and the target is dazed (save ends).
Lurking Voice
 As long as it doesn’t move or otherwise attack, the harpy 

ghost can use Stealth to hide while using spirit’s call.
Alignment Chaotic evil Languages Common, Elven
Skills Stealth +15
Str 15 (+9) Dex 20 (+12) Wis 14 (+9)
Con 20 (+12) Int 10 (+7) Cha 23 (+13)

2 Marrowshriek Skeletons (M) Level 12 Lurker
Medium shadow animate (undead) XP 700
Initiative +16 Senses Perception +9; darkvision
HP 95; Bloodied 47
AC 27; Fortitude 24, Reflex 25, Will 23
Immune disease, poison; Resist 15 necrotic;
Vulnerable 5 radiant
Speed 6
m Osseous Thrust (standard; at-will)
 +17 vs. AC; 1d8 + 9 damage.
M Marrow Feast (standard; requires combat advantage; 

recharge ⚃ ⚄ ⚅ )
 +17 vs. AC; 2d8 + 12 damage, and the target is grabbed. 

Each round that the marrowshriek skeleton sustains the 
grab, the target takes 15 damage and is weakened until 
the end of the marrowshriek skeleton’s next turn.

C Marrowshriek (minor 1/round; at-will)
 Close burst 3; targets living creatures; +15 vs. Fortitude; 

the target is dazed until the end of the marrowshriek 
skeleton’s next turn. If the target is grabbed by the 
marrowshriek skeleton, it is stunned until the end of the 
marrowshriek skeleton’s next turn instead of dazed.

Shadowwrought (standard; at-will)
 The marrowshriek skeleton becomes invisible until it 

attacks.
Alignment Chaotic evil Languages —
Skills Stealth +17
Str 18 (+10) Dex 22 (+12) Wis 16 (+9)
Con 17 (+9) Int 6 (+4) Cha 9 (+5)

5 Keening Spirits (K) Level 14 Minion Skirmisher
Medium shadow humanoid (undead) XP 250
Initiative +15 Senses Perception +11; darkvision
Tormenting Keening aura 1; any enemy within the aura 

that takes damage from a power that has the thunder or 
psychic keyword takes 5 extra psychic damage.

HP 1; a missed attack never damages a minion.
Immune disease, poison; Resist 10 necrotic, 10 thunder, 

insubstantial
AC 30; Fortitude 26, Reflex 30, Will 28
Speed fly 6 (hover); phasing; see also passing shriek
m Passing Shriek (standard; at-will) ✦ Thunder
 The keening spirit can shift up to 1 square before or after 

the attack; +17 vs. Reflex; 7 thunder damage.
Alignment Chaotic evil Languages —
Str 4 (+4) Dex 23 (+13) Wis 8 (+6)
Con 18 (+11) Int 6 (+5) Cha 20 (+12)
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Tactics
The ghost harpy stays hidden with lurking voice and 
uses spirit call to draw the PCs into the grove. After its 
allies attack, it sustains spirit call and singles out a PC 
to attack with its claws and death kiss. It uses spirit call 
as a standard action again to hold the other PCs at 
bay while it focuses on killing its chosen victim. The 
ghost harpy uses an action point to accomplish the 
deed if it needs to do so.
 As combat begins, the marrowshriek skeletons 
become invisible, using shadowwrought. They select 
targets, use marrow shriek, and then use marrow feast 
on their targets. Each skeleton sustains its grab until 
the victim escapes, then uses shadowwrought again to 
repeat the process. They use marrow shriek each turn. 
A bloodied skeleton ceases giving away its position.
 Keening spirits f ly about, tormenting the PCs until 
destroyed.

Features of the Area
 Trees: Trees (Athletics DC 10 to climb) act as 
blocking terrain for determining cover.
 undergrowth: These squares are difficult terrain.
 Treasure: Among the tree trunks are the posses-
sions of those who have perished here, adding up to 
one treasure parcel.
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BAck froM 
nightMAre

encounter Level 14 (5,800 XP)

Setup
elomir (e)
3 boneclaws (B)
4 horde ghouls (H)

Elomir is alert for enemies. He and his troops are 
prepared, and only he is readily visible to those 
approaching the stone circle. Sneaking up on the 
monsters requires DC 26 Stealth checks. Don’t place 
the other monsters until the PCs see them.

When the PCs approach, read:

A crumbling stone circle occupies the heart of this clearing. 
Great black standing stones, leaning and casting dark 
shadows in the meager light, make it up. They form pairs, 
capped with similar large blocks. The clearing’s center 
is strewn with boulders and features an altar. A skeletal 
knight stands behind the altar, eyes and sword burning with 
green fire.
 Perception DC 18: Emaciated humanoid creatures 
that have fangs and claws lurk behind some of the standing 
stones.
 Perception DC 23: Two towering figures of bone 
shrouded in gray f lesh hang back near behind the standing 
stones. Each hulk has a skeletal visage and elongated 
clawed arms.

PCs who fought Elomir recognize the elf ’s sword 
and armor, as well as his hair. Elomir welcomes the 
characters, then attacks. Although the PCs cannot be 
surprised, the monsters they don’t see do gain combat 
advantage during the first round.

Elomir (E) Level 14 Elite Soldier (Leader)
Medium aberrant humanoid, elf (undead) XP 2,000
Initiative +14 Senses Perception +14; darkvision
Mind Undead aura 5; undead allies within the aura deal an 

extra 5 psychic damage with melee attacks.
HP 270; Bloodied 135
Regeneration 5
AC 30; Fortitude 27, Reflex 25, Will 26
Immune disease, poison; Resist 10 necrotic; 
Vulnerable 10 radiant
Saving Throws +2
Speed 6
Action Points 1
m Mindripping Soulsword (standard; at-will) ✦ Necrotic, 

Psychic, Weapon
 +20 vs. AC; 1d8 + 6 damage, ongoing 5 necrotic and psychic 

damage, and the target is marked (save ends both).
M Dual Strike (standard; requires mindripping soulsword; 

recharges when first bloodied) ✦ Necrotic, Psychic, 
Weapon

 Elomir makes two melee basic attacks.
M Disruptive Smite (standard; requires mindripping soulsword; 

recharges when first bloodied) ✦ Necrotic, Psychic, 
Weapon

 +20 vs. AC; 2d8 + 8 damage, ongoing 5 necrotic and 
psychic damage, and whenever the target is the target of 
a power that has the healing keyword, it takes 10 necrotic 
damage (save ends both).

M Fires of Unmaking (standard; encounter) ✦ Fire, Necrotic, 
Psychic

 Close burst 2; +17 vs. Fortitude; living creatures take 4d8 
+ 5 fire and necrotic damage, and ongoing 10 necrotic and 
psychic damage (save ends). Undead creatures in the burst 
deal an extra 2d6 necrotic and fire damage until the end of 
Elomir’s next turn.

Deathly Step
 Elomir ignores difficult terrain when he shifts.
Alignment Chaotic evil Languages Abyssal, Common, 

Deep Speech, Elven
Skills Athletics +19, Intimidate +18
Str 24 (+14) Dex 20 (+12) Wis 10 (+7)
Con 20 (+12) Int 10 (+7) Cha 22 (+13)
Equipment scale armor, heavy shield, longsword

3 Boneclaws (B) Level 14 Soldier
Large shadow animate (undead) XP 1,000 each
Initiative +15 Senses Perception +13; darkvision
HP 136; Bloodied 68; see also necrotic pulse
AC 30; Fortitude 24, Reflex 27, Will 25
Immune disease, poison; Resist 20 necrotic; Vulnerable 5 

radiant
Speed 8
m Claw (standard; at-will)
 Reach 3; +20 vs. AC; 1d12 + 6 damage.
C Necrotic Pulse (free, when first bloodied; encounter) ✦ 

Healing, Necrotic
 Close burst 10; undead allies in the burst regain 10 hit 

points and enemies in the burst take 10 necrotic damage.
Relentless Opportunist
 If the boneclaw hits with an opportunity attack, it can 

make another opportunity attack against the same target 
during the current turn.

Threatening Reach
 The boneclaw can make opportunity attacks against all 

enemies within its reach (3 squares).
Alignment Evil Languages Common
Skills Intimidate +16, Stealth +18
Str 17 (+10) Dex 23 (+13) Wis 12 (+8)
Con 16 (+10) Int 10 (+7) Cha 18 (+11)

4 Horde Ghouls (G) Level 13 Minion
Medium natural humanoid (undead) XP 200 each
Initiative +12 Senses Perception +8; special senses
HP 1; a missed attack never damages a minion
AC 25; Fortitude 22, Reflex 24, Will 20
Immune disease, poison; Resist 10 necrotic
Speed 8, climb 4
m Claws (standard; at-will)
 +16 vs. AC; 6 damage, and the target is immobilized (save 

ends).
Alignment Chaotic evil Languages Common
Skills Stealth +17
Str 17 (+9) Dex 22 (+12) Wis 14 (+8)
Con 18 (+10) Int 13 (+7) Cha 15 (+8)
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Tactics
Elomir moves into battle with a curse. He moves 
among the PCs to use fires of unmaking, followed by an 
action point to use dual strike. If he can, he focuses his 
wrath on the specific character who dealt his death 
blow when he and the party last met. On that PC, he 
uses disruptive smite when he can see the target needs 
healing.
 The bone claws stay at reach and behind the stand-
ing stones, using their long claws to batter PCs inside 
the stone circle. They move only to regain reach to 
a target. They work together to keep as many PCs as 
possible within both their reach to maximize oppor-
tunity attacks.
 Remaining apart and circling the combat for 
opportunities to catch a PC off guard, the ghouls 
remain close enough to Elomir to receive his aura’s 
benefit and, if possible, the benefit of fires of unmaking.

Features of the Area
 Altar: This stone bier is a low obstacle that can 
provide cover. A creature can clamber atop the altar 
from an adjacent space as a move action, or jump onto 
it with a DC 25 Athletics check (12 with a running 
start) made as part of a longer move.
 Boulders: These rocks are too low to provide sig-
nificant cover. They are difficult terrain.
 Menhir: These standing stones (Athletics DC 
15 to climb) act as blocking terrain for determining 
cover. They stand nine feet tall.
 Trees: Trees (Athletics DC 10 to climb) act as 
blocking terrain for determining cover.
 Treasure: Elomir and his forces have two parcels 
of treasure.
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gloAMing gAte
encounter Level 13 (4,800 XP)

Setup
Artantos (A)
Mezzodemon beastlord (M)
3 canoloth warbrutes (C)
3 canoloth harriers (H)

Artantos is hidden as the PCs approach, so place the 
shadow demon only when it appears.

When the PCs can see the portal, read:
The bleak landscape gives way to a dark sea. Overhead, 
gathering storm clouds f lash with lightning, but no thunder 
comes. On the shore, an arch of metal contains billowing 
violet and black smoke. In front of it stands a trident-
wielding, obsidian-colored insectile humanoid—two legs, 
four arms, multifaceted eyes, and a rigid exoskeleton. 
Nearby are muscular armored beasts, like hairless dogs 
with no eyes, vicious fangs, and lashing spiked tongues. A 
few of these brutes roam among the dead trees as well.
 Arcana DC 23: The portal looks like a permanent 
one-way passage.
 Perception DC 23: Within the roiling smoke of the 
portal is a distinct horned humanoid shape made of smoke 
or shadow.

Negotiating . . .  
with Demons
The demons don’t attack right away. They allow the 
PCs to approach before the mezzodemon speaks.

When it does, read:
In a rasping voice, the insectile demon says, “We guard 
this gate, mortals. Only those who have business with our 
master may pass. All others die. State your business, if you 
dare, or go now with your miserable lives.”

Artantos knows the PCs aren’t servants of Malachi. 
It wants to trap them, so it whispers to the mezzode-
mon, which pretends to come up with responses itself. 
If the characters make a reasonable argument (DC 18 
with related checks), the demon pretends to allow the 
PCs to pass through the portal.
 Insight DC 18: The PC notices that the mezzodemon 
demon hesitates before responding, as if it’s listening to 
something before speaking. If the PCs look for another 
presence, they gain +2 to Perception checks to notice 
Artantos in the portal.
 Insight DC 23: The PC notices the demon seems 
amused when it allows the characters to pass, as if it’s 
planning mischief or betrayal. If questioned, it says, 
“Go! I have no more time for you, unless you want to pay 
me with gold or blood.”

Artantos, Shadow Demon (A) Level 13 Elite Lurker
Medium elemental humanoid (demon) XP 1,600
Initiative +17 Senses Perception +12; darkvision
HP 196; Bloodied 98
AC 28; Fortitude 25, Reflex 27, Will 26
Resist 15 necrotic, 15 variable (2/encounter), insubstantial; 
Vulnerable radiant (if Artantos takes 15 or more radiant 

damage, it loses phasing and insubstantial until the end of 
the attacker’s next turn)

Saving Throws +2
Speed fly 8 (hover); phasing
Action Points 1
m Claw (standard; at-will) ✦ Necrotic
 +16 vs. Reflex; 2d6 + 7 necrotic damage; see also combat 

advantage.
M Void Rake (minor; requires combat advantage; at-will) ✦ 

Necrotic
 Artantos makes a melee basic attack.
C Abyssal Void (standard; recharges when first bloodied) ✦ 

Necrotic, Zone
 Close burst 3; +13 vs. Fortitude; 1d6 + 6 necrotic damage. 

The burst creates a zone of darkness that lasts until the 
end of Artantos’s next turn. The zone of darkness cannot 
be illuminated, and it blocks line of sight for all creatures 
that cannot see in darkness. A creature that starts its turn 
within the zone takes 1d6 + 6 necrotic damage.

Combat Advantage
 When Artantos uses a claw attack to damage a target it 

has combat advantage against, the target cannot spend 
healing surges until the end of Artantos’s next turn.

Alignment Chaotic evil Languages Abyssal, Common
Skills Arcana +14, Bluff +17, Stealth +18
Str 12 (+7) Dex 24 (+13) Wis 12 (+7)
Con 20 (+11) Int 16 (+9) Cha 22 (+12)

Mezzodemon Level 13 Soldier (Leader) 
Beastlord (M)

Medium elemental humanoid (demon) XP 800
Initiative +11 Senses Perception +15; darkvision
HP 132; Bloodied 66
AC 30; Fortitude 27, Reflex 24, Will 25
Resist 20 poison, 10 variable (2/encounter; see glossary)
Speed 6
m Trident (standard; at-will) ✦ Weapon
 Reach 2; +20 vs. AC; 1d8 + 6 damage, and the mezzodemon 

slides the target 2 squares.
C Poison Breath (standard; recharge ⚄ ⚅ ) ✦ Poison
 Close blast 3; targets enemies; +17 vs. Fortitude; 2d8 + 5 

poison damage, and ongoing 5 poison damage (save ends).
Beastly Command (minor 1/round; at-will)
 One allied elemental beast within 5 squares of the 

mezzodemon beastlord makes a melee attack as a free 
action.

Alignment Chaotic evil Languages Abyssal, Common
Skills Intimidate +12
Str 22 (+12) Dex 17 (+9) Wis 19 (+10)
Con 20 (+11) Int 10 (+6) Cha 16 (+9)
Equipment trident
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3 Canoloth Warbrutes (C) Level 11 Soldier
Medium elemental beast (demon) XP 600 each
Initiative +11 Senses Perception +13; blindsight 10
HP 116; Bloodied 58
AC 27; Fortitude 24, Reflex 23, Will 22
Resist 10 poison, 10 variable (1/encounter)
Speed 7
m Bite (standard; at-will)
 +17 vs. AC; 2d8 + 5 damage.
M Tongue Lash (standard; at-will)
 Reach 4; +18 vs. AC; 1d8 + 5 damage, and the target is 

dazed (save ends).
M Tongue Seize (minor; at-will)
 Targets a dazed, stunned, unconscious, or helpless 

creature; reach 4; +16 vs. Fortitude; the target is pulled 
into an unoccupied space adjacent to the canoloth.

C Canoloth Yowl (standard; encounter) ✦ Fear, Psychic
 Close burst 2; targets creatures without the demon 

keyword; +15 vs. Will; 2d8 + 3 psychic damage, and the 
target takes a –2 penalty to all defenses (save ends).

Alignment Chaotic evil Languages Abyssal
Skills Athletics +15
Str 21 (+10) Dex 18 (+9) Wis 16 (+8)
Con 20 (+10) Int 5 (+2) Cha 9 (+4)

Tactics
Once two or three PCs have gone through the portal, 
or if the characters fail to negotiate, the demons 
attack. If PCs have gone through the portal, the 
demons try to prevent the remaining characters from 
making it through.
 When the demons attack, the canoloths rush close 
enough to tongue lash PCs. For the first three turns, 
one warbrute instead uses canoloth yowl each turn, 
while the other warbrutes use tongue seize to tie the 
PCs up and set up bite attacks.
 The mezzodemon beastlord fights alongside 
the canoloths, using beastly command each round 
to make them more dangerous. It unleashes poison 
breath whenever it can do so.
 Artantos lurks on edges of the battle, looking for 
combat advantage. If it cannot gain combat advantage 
any other way, it uses abyssal void to cover a victim or 
two in sightlessness. It might also use abyssal void to 
obscure the portal.

Conclusion
If the PCs f lee through the portal before  killing the 
demons here, Artantos pursues them to area 1. The 
mezzodemon sends all remaining canoloth harriers 
to help the shadow demon.

Features of the Area
 Trees: Trees (Athletics DC 10 to climb) act as 
blocking terrain for determining cover.
 Portal: A creature must enter the portal’s space 
with intent to pass through for it to work. A creature 
that does so is instantly transported to area 1 (see 
pages 56-57). Under the portal arch, it’s gloomy 
enough to provide concealment.
 Sinkhole: A sinkhole (Athletics DC 20 to climb) 
drops 40 feet to a muddy f loor.
 umbral Sea: The Umbral Sea laps the shore lazily 
here. The water is difficult terrain.

3 Canoloth Harriers (H) Level 13 Minion
Medium elemental beast (demon) XP 200 each
Initiative +8 Senses Perception +12; blindsight 10
HP 1; a missed attack never damages a minion.
AC 27; Fortitude 26, Reflex 24, Will 23
Resist 10 poison
Speed 7
m Tongue Lash (standard; at-will)
 Reach 4; +18 vs. AC; 5 damage, and the target is dazed 

(save ends). If the target is already dazed, it takes an extra 
2 damage instead.

Alignment Chaotic evil Languages Abyssal
Str 18 (+10) Dex 14 (+8) Wis 12 (+7)
Con 18 (+10) Int 5 (+3) Cha 6 (+4)
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deMon dogS

encounter Level 12 (3,800 XP)

Setup
Mezzodemon beastlord (M)
3 canoloth warbrutes (C)
3 canoloth harriers (H)

The PCs arrive within 1 square of the portal symbol 
on the tactical map. Demons stationed on the ice 
watch this arrival point.

When the PCs appear, read:

You lurch to another place, terrible cold suddenly blasting 
you. Snow spills down to the ice on which you stand. That 
ice f loats on a calm sea that expands to the south, covered 
with yet more ice. A cliff bearded with ice looms to the 
north, rising out of the water into the white haze of the 
falling snow. Somewhere upon that precipice, beyond your 
sight, something creates eerie lights that f licker on the 
falling snowf lakes.
 You are clearly somewhere in the frozen north of the 
world, where Malachi’s fortress is said to stand.
 Arcana DC 23: The eerie light is from a source of 
great magical energy.
 Perception DC 18: A broken structure like a ruined 
bridge stabs out from the cliff ’s top.
 Perception DC 23: Lower on the cliff are a few dark 
openings from which white mist issues.

once the characters find their bearings, read:

Snarling and yowling attracts your attention. A demon like 
the one that guarded the gloaming gate guides demon dogs 
toward you, across the ice from the west.

No negotiation is possible here. The mezzodemon and 
canoloths attack to kill the PCs.

Mezzodemon Level 13 Soldier (Leader) 
Beastlord (M)

Medium elemental humanoid (demon) XP 800
Initiative +11 Senses Perception +15; darkvision
HP 132; Bloodied 66
AC 30; Fortitude 27, Reflex 24, Will 25
Resist 20 poison, 10 variable (2/encounter; see glossary)
Speed 6
m Trident (standard; at-will) ✦ Weapon
 Reach 2; +20 vs. AC; 1d8 + 6 damage, and the mezzodemon 

slides the target 2 squares.
C Poison Breath (standard; recharge ⚄ ⚅ ) ✦ Poison
 Close blast 3; targets enemies; +17 vs. Fortitude; 2d8 + 5 

poison damage, and ongoing 5 poison damage (save ends).
Beastly Command (minor 1/round; at-will)
 One allied elemental beast within 5 squares of the 

mezzodemon beastlord makes a melee attack as a free 
action.

Alignment Chaotic evil Languages Abyssal, Common
Skills Intimidate +12
Str 22 (+12) Dex 17 (+9) Wis 19 (+10)
Con 20 (+11) Int 10 (+6) Cha 16 (+9)
Equipment trident

Tactics
The demons hurtle at the PCs, attacking without 
hesitation until one side is destroyed. They fight much 
like the mezzodemon beastlord and canoloths in the 
previous encounter.

3 Canoloth Warbrutes (C) Level 11 Soldier
Medium elemental beast (demon) XP 600 each
Initiative +11 Senses Perception +13; blindsight 10
HP 116; Bloodied 58
AC 27; Fortitude 24, Reflex 23, Will 22
Resist 10 poison, 10 variable (1/encounter)
Speed 7
m Bite (standard; at-will)
 +17 vs. AC; 2d8 + 5 damage.
M Tongue Lash (standard; at-will)
 Reach 4; +18 vs. AC; 1d8 + 5 damage, and the target is 

dazed (save ends).
M Tongue Seize (minor; at-will)
 Targets a dazed, stunned, unconscious, or helpless 

creature; reach 4; +16 vs. Fortitude; the target is pulled 
into an unoccupied space adjacent to the canoloth.

C Canoloth Yowl (standard; encounter) ✦ Fear, Psychic
 Close burst 2; targets creatures without the demon 

keyword; +15 vs. Will; 2d8 + 3 psychic damage, and the 
target takes a –2 penalty to all defenses (save ends).

Alignment Chaotic evil Languages Abyssal
Skills Athletics +15
Str 21 (+10) Dex 18 (+9) Wis 16 (+8)
Con 20 (+10) Int 5 (+2) Cha 9 (+4)

3 Canoloth Harriers (H) Level 13 Minion
Medium elemental beast (demon) XP 200 each
Initiative +8 Senses Perception +12; blindsight 10
HP 1; a missed attack never damages a minion.
AC 27; Fortitude 26, Reflex 24, Will 23
Resist 10 poison
Speed 7
m Tongue Lash (standard; at-will)
 Reach 4; +18 vs. AC; 5 damage, and the target is dazed 

(save ends). If the target is already dazed, it takes an extra 
2 damage instead.

Alignment Chaotic evil Languages Abyssal
Str 18 (+10) Dex 14 (+8) Wis 12 (+7)
Con 18 (+10) Int 5 (+3) Cha 6 (+4)
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Development
If Artantos and canoloth harriers from the Gloam-
ing Gate join this fight, it becomes a level 14 or 15 
encounter with the PCs surrounded. However, Artan-
tos f lees the battle to area 2 if reduced to 50 or fewer 
hit points. If allowed enough rest, it uses its two heal-
ing surges to regain 98 hit points and joins the battle 
against PCs ascending the cliff.

Features of the Area
 Ice: The battlefield is 3-foot-thick ice covered in 
snow. Those who run or charge risk falling prone 
on a failed DC 11 Acrobatics check. Any attack that 
causes forced movement increases that movement by 
1 square, and the victim might fall prone as if it ran 
or charged. Accumulated snow reveals the location of 
invisible creatures. Such creatures benefit only from 
concealment instead of total concealment.
 Thin Ice: Squares containing or adjacent to cracks 
or water shown on the battle map are thin ice. A 
creature that ends a turn or any movement in such a 
square is subject to an attack.
 nature DC 11: A PC recognizes the danger of the thin 
ice while initially observing the battlefield.
 Perception DC 15: A character about to enter 
a square of thin ice can choose to avoid that square by 
altering his or her movement.

Thin Ice
Attack: +14 vs. Reflex; the target falls into the water (see 

below).
Effect: The target leaves a hole of its size and more cracked ice 

in squares adjacent to the hole.
Miss: The target immediately slides 2 squares into the nearest 

safe square (one with no cracked ice), determined by the 
DM.

 Snow Squalls: The heavy snow reduces visibility. 
It and the wind combine to impose a –4 penalty to 
Perception checks and to double range penalties.
 Water: Any creature that enters the water must 
immediately succeed on a DC 18 Endurance check or 
lose one healing surge from the cold. If the creature 
has no healing surges left, it instead takes damage 
equal to its level. Each round of immersion forces 
another Endurance check at +2 to the DC.

Conclusion
The battle here alerts the watchers in area 2. They do 
not join this battle, instead waiting to attack any PCs 
who ascend the cliff. One of the arrows of Malachi 
moves to get a better look. He continues to watch after 
the battle, which one or more PCs might notice (Per-
ception DC 28).

If a PCs spots the watcher, read:

A humanoid, dressed in heavy furs, peers over the edge of 
the bridgelike structure at the battle.
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dArk wAtcherS

encounter Level 13 (4,200 XP)

Setup
3 arrows of Malachi (A)
Chasme (C)

Besides the one watcher who peers at the PCs in the 
Demon Dogs encounter, the monsters are out of line 
of sight before the encounter begins. They attack 
anyone ascending the cliff, moving up stealthily 
before shooting. One or more PCs might notice their 
maneuvering for position (Perception DC 28).
 In this encounter, the danger of trying to ascend 
the cliff during the fight counts as an additional level 
13 monster. Reduce the XP if that aspect of the chal-
lenge doesn’t materialize.

If a PCs spots the archers, read:

Three thin humanoids dressed in heavy furs nock arrows to 
fire at you from the broken bridge.

When the chasme attacks, read:

A black creature that looks like a humanoid f ly buzzes into 
the air on insectile wings and launches your way. It has six 
clawed limbs, red eyes, and a sharp, beaklike horn over its 
fanged maw.

3 Arrows of Malachi (A) Level 13 Artillery
Medium natural humanoid, human XP 800 each
Initiative +12 Senses Perception +10
HP 90; Bloodied 45; see also aberrant hiss
AC 27; Fortitude 24, Reflex 27, Will 25
Speed 6
m Longsword (standard; at-will) ✦ Weapon
 +18 vs. AC; 1d8 + 4 damage.
r Longbow (standard; at-will) ✦ Weapon
 Ranged 20/40; +20 vs. AC; 1d10 + 8 damage.
R Staggering Shot (standard; requires longbow;  

recharge ⚃ ⚄ ⚅) ✦ Weapon
 Ranged 20; +20 vs. AC; 2d10 + 8 damage, and the target 

slides 2 squares.
C Aberrant Hiss (standard; recharges when first bloodied) ✦ 

Fear, Psychic
 Close burst 1; targets enemies; +17 vs. Will; 1d8 + 4 psychic 

damage, and the target is pushed 2 squares.
Alignment Evil Languages Common
Skills Intimidate +15
Str 16 (+9) Dex 22 (+12) Wis 9 (+5)
Con 15 (+8) Int 11 (+6) Cha 19 (+10)
Equipment hide armor, longsword, longbow, quiver of 30 

arrows

Tactics
From their perch, the arrows of Malachi rain projec-
tiles on the PCs, maneuvering to avoid melee. Each 
uses staggering shot on a target that will slide into 
more danger—and hoping the saving throw to prevent 
the fall off the cliff or into the water fails. Each archer 
uses aberrant hiss to push melee attackers back, so he 
can move and continue to make ranged attacks the 
next turn.
 The chasme f lies to the PCs and uses drone, favor-
ing climbing PCs. It then uses mobile melee attack to 
harass the characters, again favoring climbing PCs 
for the combat advantage. If no PCs are climbing, 
the demon targets those who are dazed. It climbs if it 
can’t f ly for some reason.

Chasme (C) Level 14 Skirmisher
Large elemental magical beast (demon) XP 1,000
Initiative +16 Senses Perception +7
HP 138; Bloodied 69
AC 29; Fortitude 26, Reflex 29, Will 24
Resist 10 variable (2/encounter)
Speed 6, climb 6 (spider climb), fly 10
m Gore (standard; at-will)
 +19 vs. AC; 2d6 + 7 damage, and ongoing 5 damage (save 

ends), or ongoing 10 damage if the target already has 
ongoing 5 damage (save ends).

M Mobile Melee Attack (standard; at-will)
 A chasme can move up to half its speed and make one 

melee basic attack at any point during that movement. The 
chasme doesn’t provoke opportunity attacks when moving 
away from the target of its attack.

C Drone (standard; recharges when first bloodied) ✦ Sleep
 Close burst 2; targets creatures without the demon 

keyword; +17 vs. Will; the target is dazed (save ends). First 
Failed Saving Throw: The target is unconscious (save ends).

Chasme Mobility
 The chasme gains a +2 bonus to AC against opportunity 

attacks provoked by movement.
Combat Advantage
 The chasme deals an extra 1d6 damage against any target 

it has combat advantage against. This damage increases to 
2d6 against unconscious foes.

Alignment Chaotic evil Languages Abyssal
Skills Bluff +14, Insight +12, Intimidate +14, Stealth +19
Str 19 (+11) Dex 24 (+14) Wis 10 (+7)
Con 18 (+11 Int 11 (+7) Cha 14 (+9)

Development
If Artantos joins this battle, the shadow demon once 
again fights until reduced to 50 or fewer hit points. 
It then attempts to f lee. When it does, it escapes to a 
mist vent (areas 3) far from the PCs. If it survives, it 
joins Malachi in area 23, where it fights to protect its 
master. Malachi can’t be bothered to stop his project 
to deal with the PCs.
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Escaping the Watchers
If the PCs enter a mist vent (area 3) in the cliff, one 
of the watchers goes to warn other soldiers in the for-
tress. Artantos, if present, stalks them, attacking when 
the characters encounter other monsters.

Rescuing the PCs
This encounter can be very deadly. If the PCs 
are having trouble, and the players are becoming 
frustrated, the dark watchers suffer a setback: two ice-
wights (page 93) attack them at a dramatic moment. 
These undead are as dangerous to the PCs as the 
watchers if the characters manage to scale to the top 
of the cliff and confront their enemies. The arrows 
of Malachi honor a joint battle, implied or explicit, 
against the wights until the undead fall. They then 
attack the PCs anew. The chasme focuses its attacks 
on the characters at all times, however.

If icewights attack, read:

Creatures like frozen corpses topped with icy, tief ling-
horned skulls rush out of the snowy haze. Each one’s skull 
burns with blue-black fire, and each creature’s fingers end 
in long black claws.

Features of the Area
 Blood Ice: The “bloody” areas on the tactical map 
contain this supernatural substance (Perception DC 
18 to notice it in the snow; Arcana DC 15 to detect its 
supernatural nature), which looks like red-hued ice. 
It is difficult terrain. A creature that enters or starts 
a turn in a space containing blood ice is subject to an 
attack.

Blood Ice
Attack: +16 vs. Fortitude; ongoing 5 necrotic damage, and the 

target is dazed (save ends both).
Effect: An undead creature gains 5 temporary hit points when 

hit by blood ice.
Miss: 5 necrotic damage.

 Bridge: Cracked squares at the southern edge of 
the bridge are difficult terrain.
 Cliff: This precipice is 80 feet high (Athletics 
DC 20 to climb). PCs on the cliff have cover against 
ranged attacks from the arrows of Malachi.
 Road: Squares on the road are clear of difficult or 
dangerous terrain. The road still has snow on it.
 Rough Terrain: Ground outside the road is icy 
and broken. Each space is difficult terrain.
 Snow: Accumulated snow reveals the location of 
invisible creatures. Such creatures benefit only from 
concealment instead of total concealment.
 Snow Squalls: The weather imposes a –4 penalty 
to Perception checks and doubles range penalties.

 Water: Any creature that enters the water must 
immediately succeed on a DC 18 Endurance check or 
lose one healing surge from the cold. If the creature 
has no healing surges left, it instead takes damage 
equal to its level. Each round of immersion forces 
another Endurance check at +2 to the DC.

Conclusion
If the PCs come to the upper level of the cliff and can 
see the fortress, be sure to improvise a description 
from the information on page 56 and the map.
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icy welcoMe

encounter Level 13 (4,000 XP)

Setup
Icetomb wight (I)
2 icewights (W)

The wights lurk in the snow, the icetomb wight 
appearing as just a lump of ice. Don’t place them until 
the PCs see them.

When the PCs enter the area, read:

This is a wide, empty courtyard between two walls of the 
fortress. Towers f lank two gateways—one to the north and 
the other to the south—and steep stairs climb to the one 
in the north, which is slightly open. Large towers stand 
on this courtyard’s corners. Similar smaller towers mark 
the corners of the inner wall to the north. None of the 
towers have doors on the ground level. On the inside of 
the southernmost wall are walkways on the battlements, 
extremely steep stairs leading up to them at certain points. 
Snow covers everything, except for stray stones, a rough 
pathway, and a large lump of dark ice just east of the gate.
 Perception DC 11: Doors lead from the battlements 
to the towers.
 Perception DC 18: Within the lump of ice is a 
horned humanoid corpse. Its eyes f licker with malevolent 
light. With a creak like that of a glacier, the ice-bound form 
begins to move.
 Perception DC 23: Two of the “stones” are actually 
nearly buried skulls attached to snow-covered corpses. As 
you spot them, though, the skulls alight with blue-black 
fire and the corpses stir. Snow falls away from the forms, 
revealing horns topping the skulls.

Any monster that remains unnoticed surprises the 
PCs as the battle begins.

Icetomb Wight (I) Level 13 Soldier
Large natural humanoid (undead) XP 800
Initiative +12 Senses Perception +16; darkvision
HP 148; Bloodied 74
AC 32; Fortitude 28, Reflex 26, Will 27
Immune disease, poison; Resist 10 cold (if the wight takes 

cold damage, it gains regeneration 5 until it takes fire or 
radiant damage, or until the end of the encounter), 10 
necrotic;

Vulnerable 5 fire, 5 radiant
Speed 6; ice walk
m Slam (standard; at-will) ✦ Cold
 Reach 2; +20 vs. AC; 2d6 + 7 cold damage, and the target is 

marked (save ends).
M Freezing Grab (standard; at-will) ✦ Cold
 Reach 2; +18 vs. Reflex; 2d6 + 7 cold damage, and the 

target is grabbed. If the icetomb wight uses this power on 
a target it has already grabbed, that target loses a healing 
surge.

M Encase in Ice (standard; requires a grabbed target; at-will) ✦ 
Cold

 Targets the creature the icetomb wight is grabbing; +18 
vs. Fortitude; 2d6 + 7 cold damage, and the target is no 
longer grabbed but is restrained and takes ongoing 10 
cold damage (save ends both), and it is knocked prone. 
Aftereffect: The target is slowed and takes ongoing 5 cold 
damage (save ends both).

Alignment Evil Languages Common
Str 22 (+12) Dex 18 (+10) Wis 20 (+11)
Con 20 (+11) Int 10 (+6) Cha 12 (+7)

Tactics
Using icy slip to circle and gain better tactical 
 positions, the icewights throw themselves at the PCs. 
They prefer targets taking ongoing cold or necrotic 
damage, and each uses its action point to deal more 
damage to a bloodied foe.

 The icetomb wight uses freezing grab first. It then 
drains that foe of a healing surge by using freezing grab 
again. The icetomb wight employs encase in ice against 
a foe that escapes from grabs easily or who uses forced 
movement to escape.
 The wights don’t know about the entry points to 
 Malachi’s dungeon. They also don’t know about the 
trap (see below).
 Hungry and relentless, these undead pursue 
 f leeing PCs and fight until destroyed.

2 Icewights (W) Level 13 Elite Skirmisher
Medium natural humanoid (cold, undead) XP 1,600 each
Initiative +13 Senses Perception +13; darkvision
HP 254; Bloodied 127
AC 29 (31 while shifting); Fortitude 27, Reflex 28, Will 26
Immune disease, poison; Resist 10 cold (if the wight takes 

cold damage, it gains regeneration 5 until it takes fire or 
radiant damage, or until the end of the encounter), 10 
necrotic; 

Vulnerable 5 fire, 5 radiant
Saving Throws +2
Speed 8; ice walk
Action Point 1
m Blightfire Claw (standard; at-will) ✦ Cold, Necrotic
 +18 vs. AC; 1d6 + 5 cold damage, and ongoing 5 cold 

and necrotic damage. If this attack hits a creature taking 
ongoing cold or necrotic damage, the icewight also drains 
a healing surge. The icewight can drain only one healing 
surge per turn in this way.

M Double Attack (standard; at-will) ✦ Cold, Necrotic
 The icewight makes two blightfire claw attacks.
Icy Slip (minor or move; at-will)
 The icewight can shift 1 square as a minor action or 4 

squares as a move action. It gains +2 to AC while shifting.
Alignment Evil Languages Common
Skills Stealth +17
Str 20 (+11) Dex 22 (+12) Wis 14 (+8)
Con 15 (+11) Int 10 (+6) Cha 19 (+10)
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Psychic Scream Ward Level 16 Elite Lurker
Trap XP 2,800
The trapdoor suddenly glows with power, and a scream fill 
your mind, sending you reeling with pain.

Trap: When a creature touches the trapdoor, it starts to exude a 
disrupting telepathic cry.

Arcana (Detect Magic)
✦ DC 28: The character senses the strong magic on the door.
✦ DC 33: The character recognizes the nature of the door’s 

magic, discerning the trap.
Trigger
 When a character touches or attacks the trapdoor without 

disarming the trap, or enters the door’s space while the 
door is uncovered.

Attack ✦ Psychic
Immediate Reaction Close burst 5
Targets: All creatures in burst
Attack: +20 vs. Reflex
Hit: 2d8 + 5 psychic damage, and the target is pushed 3 

squares and knocked prone.
Countermeasures
✦Arcana or Thievery DC 30: An adjacent character can disable 

the trap with three checks.
✦A character can attack the trapdoor (Defenses 20; 200 hp). 

Destroying the trapdoor disables the trap.

Features of the Area
 Battlements: These walkways are 55 feet above 
the ground. The stairs that lead to them are more like 
icy ladders (Athletics DC 7 to climb).
 gates: These massive stone doors are ajar and 
unlocked. It takes a DC 20 Athletics check to move 
one at up to half the mover’s speed.
 Snow: Accumulated snow reveals the location of 
invisible creatures. Such creatures benefit only from 
concealment instead of total concealment.
 Snow Squalls: The weather imposes a –4 penalty 
to Perception checks and doubles range penalties.

 Steep Stairs: The stairs leading up 
to the stone doors are difficult terrain.
 Towers: One can enter these 
70-foot towers through doors facing 
the fortress’s interior where the battle-
ments meet the towers. Inside, the 
towers are hollow, each with a staircase 
winding along the walls’ interior for 30 
feet until it opens onto the roof.
 Concealed Door (C): As marked on 
the map, set in the lowest f loor of the 
eastern tower is a concealed trapdoor 
(Perception DC 28 to locate). The door 
leads to area 13.
 Trapdoor (T): This hidden door 
leads into the dungeon, but the PCs have to come 
within 2 squares of it to have any chance of locating it. 
Then, a DC 25 Perception check allows a PC to spot 
the depression in the snow created from the door’s 
intermittent use and the accumulation of new snow.
 The characters have to dig the door out. Once 
the door is uncovered, the PCs discover it is locked 
(Thievery DC 30 to open; Athletics DC 32 to break). 
Touching the uncovered trapdoor from the outside 
sets off a trap. The trap isn’t dangerous until the 
snow is removed, so it’s not considered part of this 
encounter.

The door leads to shaft of stone and ice (Athletics DC 
25 to climb) that descends 20 feet into the darkness. 
At the bottom, the corridor leads to Malachi’s secret 
laboratory (room 30). The door to the laboratory is 
barred from the other side (Athletics DC 35 to break). 
Malachi and his servants are alerted if the ward goes 
off or the PCs make too much noise in the hallway.
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inner courtyArd

encounter Level 13 (4,850 XP)

Setup
Icewight castellan (C)
2 icetomb wights (I)
5 blightfire wretches (W)

Most of the undead lie toppled in the snow. Don’t 
place them until the PCs see them. Characters who 
have already encountered icetomb wights receive a 
+5 bonus to Perception checks to notice the creatures 
in their inactive state.

When the PCs enter the area, read:

Much like the other courtyards, except for the lack of towers, 
this area’s most prominent feature is a hill of steps leading 
to a squat, domed building. Eerie multicolored light f lashes 
and swirls through openings in the dome. They play against 
the cliff that the fortress backs up against.
 Standing at the foot of the stepped hill is a humanoid 
figure in black, frost-covered plate armor. It bears a sword 
and shield emblazoned with a many-pointed crimson star. 
Blue-black fire dances on its helm, and its eyes glow blue 
through its eye slits. Long horns curl through openings in its 
helmet’s top. Large lumps of dark ice f lank the dark knight.
 Perception DC 11: Within each lump of ice is a 
horned humanoid corpse.
 Perception DC 18: Scattered in the snow are horned 
skeletons with tattered blackened f lesh hanging from them 
like ragged cloth. Faint f lickers of black f lame dance in each 
one’s eye sockets.
 Arcana or History DC 23: The symbol is that of the 
Wrights of Nessus, an order of diabolists from the days of 
Bael Turath.

As the battle begins, read:

The knight raises its ragged voice, saying, “Rise to the 
defense of this fortress, you devil-spawned maggots!”

All the creatures stand on their turns. Creatures 
unnoticed at the battle’s start gain combat advantage 
on their first turn.

Icewight Level 14 Elite Soldier (Leader) 
Castellan (C)

Medium natural humanoid (undead) XP 2,000
Initiative +12 Senses Perception +14; darkvision
HP 284; Bloodied 142
AC 30; Fortitude 28, Reflex 25, Will 27
Immune disease, poison; Resist 10 cold (if the wight takes 

cold damage, it gains regeneration 5 until it takes fire or 
radiant damage, or until the end of the encounter), 10 
necrotic;

Vulnerable 5 fire, 5 radiant
Speed 6; ice walk
m Blightfire Longsword (standard; at-will) ✦ Cold, Necrotic, 

Weapon
 +21 vs. AC; 2d8 + 6 necrotic damage, and the target is 

immobilized and takes ongoing 10 cold and necrotic 
damage (save ends both). If this attack hits a creature 
taking ongoing cold or necrotic damage, the icewight 
warrior also drains a healing surge.

R Soul Harvest (standard; requires an immobilized, retrained, 
or helpless target; recharge ⚃ ⚄ ⚅) ✦ Healing, Necrotic

 Ranged 5; +18 vs. Fortitude; 2d8 + 7 necrotic damage, and 
the icewight warrior and all undead allies within 2 squares 
regain 10 hit points.

Alignment Evil Languages Common
Str 23 (+13) Dex 19 (+10) Wis 14 (+9)
Con 22 (+13) Int 10 (+6) Cha 21 (+12)
Equipment plate armor, heavy shield, longsword

2 Icetomb Wights (I) Level 13 Soldier
Large natural humanoid (undead) XP 800 each
Initiative +12 Senses Perception +16; darkvision
HP 148; Bloodied 74
AC 29; Fortitude 27, Reflex 25, Will 26
Immune disease, poison; Resist 10 cold (if the wight takes 

cold damage, it gains regeneration 5 until it takes fire or 
radiant damage, or until the end of the encounter), 10 
necrotic;

Vulnerable 5 fire, 5 radiant
Speed 6; ice walk
m Slam (standard; at-will) ✦ Cold
 Reach 2; +20 vs. AC; 2d6 + 7 cold damage, and the target is 

marked (save ends).
M Freezing Grab (standard; at-will) ✦ Cold
 Reach 2; +18 vs. Reflex; 2d6 + 7 cold damage, and the 

target is grabbed. If the icetomb wight uses this power on 
a target it has already grabbed, that target loses a healing 
surge.

M Encase in Ice (standard; requires a grabbed target; at-will) ✦ 
Cold

 Targets the creature the icetomb wight is grabbing; +18 vs. 
Fortitude; 2d6 + 7 cold damage, and the target is no longer 
grabbed but is knocked prone, and it is restrained and 
takes ongoing 10 cold damage (save ends both). Aftereffect: 
The target is slowed and takes ongoing 5 cold damage 
(save ends both).

Alignment Evil Languages Common
Str 22 (+12) Dex 18 (+10) Wis 20 (+11)
Con 20 (+11) Int 10 (+6) Cha 12 (+7)

Tactics
With the simple aim to employ soul harvest as much 
as possible, the icewight castellan fights in the fore. It 
targets those who are immobilized or taking ongoing 
cold or necrotic damage, even risking opportunity 
attacks to do so.
 The other wights, including the blightfire 
wretches, fight as described in earlier parts of this 
adventure. Driven by hate and duty, the creatures 
here chase f leeing PCs and fight until destroyed.
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5 Blightfire Wretches (W) Level 14 Minion Brute
Medium natural animate (undead) XP 250 each
Initiative +8 Senses Perception +12; darkvision
HP 1; a missed attack never damages a minion; see also  

rise again.
AC 26; Fortitude 27, Reflex 26, Will 25
Immune disease, poison; Resist 10 necrotic
Speed 7; ice walk
m Blightfire Claw (standard; at-will) ✦ Cold, Necrotic
 +17 vs. AC; 7 cold damage, and ongoing 3 cold and necrotic 

damage.
Rise Again
 If a blightfire skeleton wretch is reduced to 0 hit points 

by an attack that does not deal fire damage or radiant 
damage, the creature falls prone and appears to be 
destroyed. At the start of its next turn it regains 1 hit 
point. However, if it is destroyed 3 times, it is destroyed for 
good.

Alignment Evil Languages —
Str 18 (+11) Dex 20 (+12) Wis 8 (+6)
Con 23 (+13) Int 4 (+4) Cha 18 (+11)

Features of the Area
 Battlements: These walkways are 55 feet above 
the ground. The stairs that lead to them are more like 
icy ladders (Athletics DC 7 to climb).
 Blood Ice: The “bloody” areas on the tactical map 
contain this supernatural substance (Perception DC 
18 to notice it in the snow; Arcana DC 15 to detect its 
supernatural nature), which looks like red-hued ice. 
It is difficult terrain. A creature that enters or starts 
a turn in a space containing blood ice is subject to an 
attack.

Blood Ice
Attack: +16 vs. Fortitude; ongoing 5 necrotic damage, and the 

target is dazed (save ends both).
Effect: An undead creature gains 5 temporary hit points when 

hit by blood ice.
Miss: 5 necrotic damage.

 Doors to False orrery (Area 7): These stone 
doors are locked (Thievery DC 23 to open; Athlet-
ics DC 25 to break). They are meant to be opened, 
however, because nobody who belongs in Malachi’s 
fortress would do so. If they are opened during the 
battle, the false orrery might come into play against 
all in the area. See the next encounter.
 gates: These massive stone doors are ajar and 
unlocked. It takes a DC 20 Athletics check to move 
one at up to half the mover’s speed.
 Shrine Hill: A false hill built of steep, icy steps 
rises against a cliff behind the fortress. The steps are 
difficult terrain. A creature knocked prone on these 
steps slides down 4 squares, taking 1d10 damage in 
the process. A DC 18 Athletics or Acrobatics check 
prevents this slide and damage. Restrained creatures 
cannot make such a check.
 Shrine: The shrine walls are rough (Athletics DC 
20 to climb), and it’s a 30-foot climb to the dome. 
Openings there are big enough for PCs to squeeze 
through, but the climb to the f loor requires rope or a 
remarkable scramble to the inner wall (Athletics DC 
35 to cling to the ceiling for 5 feet, or Athletics DC 25 
to cling long enough to jump successfully to the inner 
wall). Those who can see the orrery can trigger the 
trap.

 Snow: Accumulated snow reveals the location of 
invisible creatures. Such creatures benefit only from 
concealment instead of total concealment.
 Snow Squalls: The weather imposes a –4 penalty 
to Perception checks and doubles range penalties.
 Steep Stairs: The stairs leading up to the stone 
gates are difficult terrain.
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fAlSe orrery

encounter Level 14 (5,000 XP)

Setup
False orrery (shown on map)

Malachi built this orrery as a lure for potential 
enemies. It’s a potent trap, and to complete the ruse, 
Malachi made it somewhat hard to gain access to the 
device.

When the PCs open the door, read:

Spinning atop a great platform on the far side of this 
building is a large orrery. Upon metallic arms, orbs rotate 
around a central sphere. That central sphere contains a 
tear-shaped stone from which disturbing multicolored light 
pulses. A panel of levers on the front of the device must be a 
control panel. As you take all this in, the machine starts to 
vibrate and your skin starts to crawl.

False Orrery Level 14 Solo Blaster
Trap XP 5,000
A central stone with a teardrop shape sits in the middle of the 
spinning arms of this orrery.

Trap: Arcs of psychic energy lance out from the orrery each 
round. The device’s whirling arms knock those who come 
too close away from the eldritch machine.

Perception
 No check is necessary to see the orrery or the control panel 

mounted on its base.
Trigger
 The trap is activated when a creature comes within 5 

squares of the orrery while the device has line of sight to 
that creature.

Initiative +13
Special: The unnatural laws governing the orrery mean that 

its forced movement pushes targets into harm whenever 
possible. If the orrery’s forced movement moves a target 

into a solid object, the forced movement stops and the 
target takes 1d6 damage.

Attack ✦ Psychic
Standard Action Close burst 10
Special: This burst has line of effect even if that line passes 

through solid objects.
Targets: All creatures in burst
Attack: +17 vs. Will
Hit: 1d10 + 5 psychic damage, and the target is pulled 3 

squares and dazed (save ends).
Attack ✦ Psychic
Immediate Interrupt Ranged 10
Trigger: When a dazed creature tries to move away from the 

orrery.
Target: The triggering creature
Special: This attack doesn’t provoke opportunity attacks.
Attack: +18 vs. Will
Hit: 1d10 + 5 psychic damage, and the target makes an at-will 

attack or a charge attack against the nearest ally, whichever 
would potentially deal more damage.

Attack
Opportunity Action Melee 1
Trigger: When a creature moves within range
Target: The triggering creature
Attack: +20 vs. AC
Hit: 3d10 damage, and the target is pushed 2 squares and 

knocked prone.
Countermeasures
✦A character can attack the false orrery (Defenses 25; 600 

hp). Destroying the orrery disables the trap, but the orrery 
explodes when this happens:

Attack ✦ Psychic
Standard Action Close burst 10
Targets: All creatures in burst
Attack: +18 vs. Reflex
Hit: 2d10 damage plus 2d10 psychic damage, and the target is 

pushed 3 squares and knocked prone.
✦The PCs can engage in a skill challenge to deactivate the 

orrery (see below).

Deactivating the False Orrery Level 14
Skill Challenge XP 5,000
The PCs work to deactivate the orrery.
Complexity 
5 (12 successes before 3 failures)
Primary Skills 
Arcana, Athletics, Thievery
Other Skills 
Arcana, Dungeoneering, Perception
Victory 
The orrery deactivates without further harm.
Defeat 
Each success before the defeat deals the orrery 50 damage. 

If this reduces the orrery to 0 hp, it reacts as if attacks 
destroyed it (see Countermeasures). If the orrery still exists 
after the defeat, its immediate reaction attack becomes 
a minor action with no trigger, as well as an immediate 
reaction with the usual trigger.

Arcana 
DC 18 (trained only; 1 success, no maximum)
 You siphon energy from the eldritch machine, slowing it.
Arcana 
DC 23 (trained only; 0 successes)
 This eldritch machine doesn’t contain something as 

corrupting as you know the Tear of Ioun to be. Despite 
appearances, the dark stone at its heart is likely not the 
artifact you seek.

Athletics 
DC 23 (1 success, no maximum)
 You use brute strength to stop the orrery’s mad spinning, 

causing it to damage itself, or to break parts of it off—such 
as the dark stone in the center. You take –2 to defenses 
while doing this.

Dungeoneering 
DC 23 (trained only; 0 successes)
 As Arcana DC 24.
Perception 
DC 11 (0 successes)
 You watch the movements of the orrery and its lances of 

energy closely, granting +2 to the next Arcana or Thievery 
check, or +2 to one character’s defenses against the trap’s 
attacks.

Thievery 
DC 23 (1 success, no maximum)
 You work the controls to quickly shut down the eldritch 

machine.
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Tactics
The fact that then orrery uses forced movement to 
move targets into harm also means the device moves 
targets into the blood snow in the inner courtyard if 
it can.

Features of the Area
 Illumination: The false orrery fills area with 
bright light out to 10 squares beyond doors, if they’re 
open.
 Blood Ice: The “bloody” areas on the tactical map 
contain this supernatural substance (Perception DC 
18 to notice it in the snow), which looks like red-hued 
ice. It is difficult terrain. A creature that enters or 
starts a turn in a space containing blood ice is subject 
to an attack.

Blood Ice
Attack: +16 vs. Fortitude; ongoing 5 necrotic damage, and the 

target is dazed (save ends both).
Effect: An undead creature gains 5 temporary hit points when 

hit by blood ice.
Miss: 5 necrotic damage.

 Doors: These stone doors are locked (Thievery DC 
23 to open; Athletics DC 25 to break).
 Shrine Steps: The steps are difficult terrain. A 
creature knocked prone on these steps slides down 4 
squares, taking 1d10 damage in the process. A DC 18 
Athletics or Acrobatics check prevents this slide and 
damage. Restrained creatures cannot make such a 
check.

 Shrine: The shrine walls are rough 
(Athletics DC 20 to climb), and it’s 
a 30-foot climb to the dome. Open-
ings there are big enough for PCs to 
squeeze through, but the climb to the 
f loor requires rope or a remarkable 
scramble to the inner wall (Athlet-
ics DC 35 to cling to the ceiling for 5 
feet, or Athletics DC 25 to cling long 
enough to jump successfully to the 
inner wall). Those who can see the 
orrery can trigger the trap.
 Snow Squalls: The weather 
imposes a –4 penalty to Perception 
checks and doubles range penalties.
 Treasure: Parts of the false orrery 
are valuable, amounting to one mon-
etary parcel.
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deMon pit

encounter Level 13 (4,200 XP)

Setup
Immolith (I)
Solamith (S)
3 mezzodemons (M)

These rooms bear witness to Malachi’s dealings with 
demons. The PCs might approach from one of two 
directions, and what they see depends on how they 
arrive. The fight might spill out into the hall or into 
the adjacent barracks.

If the PCs come from the southwest, read:

The heavy scent of burning wax and death fills this dimly 
lit chamber. In the center of the bone-littered f loor near you 
is a large pit, its edges darkly stained. Dim red light and 
crunching sounds issue from its depths. A shelf runs along 
the east wall, holding a row of fat black candles. The room 
extends to the north out of sight.

The demons are out of line of sight. If the PCs wait, 
they might hear a mezzodemon speak or growl.

If the PCs come from the north, read:

Against the eastern wall stands a stone shrine covered in 
dark stains and black wax. Half-melted black candles stand 
amid the mess. Shelves line the north and south walls, each 
lined with fat black candles. The wall to the west bears a 
massive pentagram painted in blood. In the center of the 
star is a rendering of a ram’s head.
 Three insectile demons stand watch here, each bearing 
a trident. The room extends beyond them, where more 
candles burn. Around a corner, you spy the edge of an open 
pit. The demons snarl and attack.

 Arcana DC 15: The symbols here are clearly those 
of fiend worship or summoning. The ram’s head in the 
pentagram is a symbol of Orcus.

If a PC nears the secret door before the immolith 
emerges, read:

Heat radiates from this wall as if something fiery were 
stored in or behind it.

When the solamith attacks, read:

An obese demon surges from the pit, its belly a glowing 
red mass distended from its blue body. Tortured faces press 
against the skin of its abdomen as if trapped within. The 
demon has clawed hands, a horned head, and a fanged 
maw. From its belly it rips a chunk, which begins to smolder 
and smoke.

When the immolith attacks, read:

A tall pillar of smoke and fire with six clawed hands lunges 
into the room. A fanged, horned skull hovers at its top.

3 Mezzodemons (M) Level 11 Soldier
Medium elemental humanoid (demon) XP 600 each
Initiative +9 Senses Perception +13; darkvision
HP 113; Bloodied 56
AC 27; Fortitude 25, Reflex 22, Will 23
Resist 20 poison, 10 variable (2/encounter)
Speed 6
m Trident (standard; at-will) ✦ Weapon
 Reach 2; +18 vs. AC; 1d8 + 5 damage.
M Skewering Tines (standard; at-will) ✦ Weapon
 Requires trident; reach 2; +18 vs. AC; 1d8 + 5 damage, 

ongoing 5 damage and the target is restrained (save ends 
both). While the target is restrained, the mezzodemon 
can’t make trident attacks.

C Poison Breath (standard; recharge ⚄ ⚅) ✦ Poison
 Close blast 3; targets enemies; +16 vs. Fortitude; 2d6 + 3 

poison damage, and ongoing 5 poison damage (save ends).
Alignment Chaotic evil Languages Abyssal
Skills Intimidate +11
Str 20 (+10) Dex 15 (+7) Wis 16 (+8)
Con 17 (+8) Int 10 (+5) Cha 13 (+6)
Equipment trident

Solamith (S) Level 15 Artillery
Large elemental humanoid (demon) XP 1,200
Initiative +13 Senses Perception +8
HP 115; Bloodied 57
Regeneration 10 (if the solamith takes cold damage, 

regeneration doesn’t function on its next turn)
AC 26; Fortitude 27, Reflex 28, Will 25
Resist 10 fire, 10 variable (2/encounter)
Speed 8
m Claw (standard; at-will) ✦ Fire
 Reach 2; +21 vs. AC; 1d8 + 5 damage plus 1d6 fire damage.
A Soulfire (standard; at-will) ✦ Fire, Necrotic
 The solamith chooses one of the following attacks, taking 

damage as it hurls parts of itself at enemies. The solamith 
cannot reduce itself to 0 or fewer hit points in this fashion.

✦ Area burst 1 within 20; +19 vs. Reflex; 3d6 + 6 fire and 
necrotic damage. The solamith takes 5 damage.

✦ Area burst 2 within 20; +19 vs. Reflex; 4d6 + 6 fire and 
necrotic damage. The solamith takes 10 damage.

✦ Area burst 3 within 20; +19 vs. Reflex; 5d6 + 6 fire and 
necrotic damage. The solamith takes 15 damage.

C Soulfire Retort (immediate reaction, when the solamith 
takes damage from a melee attack; recharges when first 
bloodied) ✦ Fire, Necrotic

 Close blast 3; +19 vs. Reflex; 3d6 + 6 fire and necrotic 
damage, and the target is pushed 1 square.

Alignment Chaotic evil Languages Abyssal
Str 20 (+12) Dex 23 (+13) Wis 13 (+8)
Con 19 (+11) Int 4 (+4) Cha 8 (+6)
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Immolith (I) Level 15 Controller
Large elemental magical beast 

 (demon, fire, undead)  XP 1,200
Initiative +10 Senses Perception +9
Flaming Aura (Fire) aura 1; any creature that enters or starts  

its turn in the aura takes 10 fire damage.
HP 153; Bloodied 76
AC 27; Fortitude 28, Reflex 24, Will 25
Immune disease, fire, poison; Resist 15 variable (2/encounter); 
Vulnerable 10 radiant
Speed 6
m Claw (standard; at-will) ✦ Fire
 Reach 4; +20 vs. AC; 1d8 + 7 fire damage, and ongoing 5 

fire damage (save ends).
M Fiery Grab (standard; at-will) ✦ Fire
 The immolith makes a claw attack (see above) against 

a Large or smaller target. On a hit, the target slides into 
a square adjacent to the immolith and is grabbed (until 
escape). While grabbed, the target loses any resistance 
it has to fire. An immolith can hold up to five grabbed 
creatures using this power.

R Deathfire Curse (minor; at-will) ✦ Fire
 Ranged 10; +18 vs. Will; the target is slowed (save ends). 

Aftereffect: The target takes ongoing 5 fire damage (save 
ends).

Vigor of the Grave (minor 1/round; at-will) ✦ Healing
 Close burst 5; undead in the burst (including the immolith) 

regain 5 hit points.
Alignment Chaotic evil Languages Abyssal
Str 22 (+13) Dex 16 (+10) Wis 15 (+9)
Con 25 (+14) Int 9 (+6) Cha 18 (+11)

Tactics
The mezzodemons attack as soon as they see the PCs. 
Two rush to use their tridents, while the third moves 
to catch as many PCs as it can in its poison breath. 
Each round after the first, at least one mezzodemon 
uses poison breath. Unless they have a reason to want 
to restrict PCs movement, such as preventing a badly 
wounded PC from escaping or holding PCs off the 
solamith, they rarely use skewering tines.

 On its turn, the solamith climbs out of the pit and 
begins hurling soulfire. At first, it uses the soulfire that 
deals the highest damage, but in later rounds it uses 
the next weakest option (matching its rate of regen-
eration). While bloodied, it uses the soulfire that does 
the least damage to it and the PCs.
 It takes a minor action for the immolith to open 
the secret door. The demon then moves within reach 
of at least two PCs and uses fiery grab. It employs 
deathfire curse to keep the PCs within reach and to 
prevent their escape.

Features of the Area
 Illumination: Candles provide dim light in this 
room. When the immolith arrives, the room is filled 
with bright light.
 Pit: The pit (Athletics DC 21 to climb) is 40 feet 
deep. A fall onto jagged bones at the bottom deals an 
extra 1d10 damage.
 Altar: This altar is a low obstacle that can be used 
for cover. Its squares are difficult terrain.
 Secret Door: The wall’s pentagram hides a secret 
door (Perception DC 24 to discern).
 Summoning Circle: This binding diagram con-
tains two Magic Circles drawn together in the same 
space. The circles would normally prevent 20th-level 
or lower aberrant or elemental humanoids from cross-
ing or using powers across it, but they are currently 
broken (Arcana DC 15 to discern this fact).
 Treasure: This room contains one parcel, most 
likely items useful for summoning.
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reSt hAll

encounter Level 13 (4,200 XP)

Setup
Malachi’s Shade Witch (S)
3 Fists of Malachi (F)
2 Advanced eyes of Malachi (e)

Diverting themselves with practice and sensual 
pleasures, Malachi’s few remaining soldiers reside 
here with little attention to the rest of the dungeon. 
The PCs must still approach quietly (Stealth DC 18 if 
approaching from the east or the open corridor to the 
south; DC 13 if coming from a secret door or the con-
cealed door from the tower in area 4).
 This area has too many possible points of approach 
to describe succinctly here. Use the PCs’ position, the 
tactical map, and the room and monster descriptions 
to help describe the area.

When the PCs enter the area, read:

Torches light this open area, which is a series of connected 
rooms. Blood and other substances stain the f loor. The odor 
is a mix of smoke, alcohol, rot, and sweat.

If the PCs have succeeded in a quiet approach, they 
hear the soldiers talking in the eastern room and 
sparring in the western room.

When the PCs see the eastern room, read:

This chamber has two raised areas to the north and south, 
each with steps for access. Each holds cushions and bedding, 
spilled cups and forgotten eating utensils.

If unaware, the soldiers here are reclining among the 
cushions, drinking, talking, and smoking.

When the PCs see the western room, read:

This room is a training area, with battered practice 
dummies and a weapons rack.

The two soldiers here are sparring.

When the PCs enter the northern room, read:

A fire pit is in the west, burning with strange blue fire. 
Water churns in an endless loop in a wall hollow. A food 
preparation area is in the east, littered with dirty crockery.

Malachi’s Shade Witch (S) Level 12 Elite Controller
Medium natural humanoid, shadar-kai XP 1,400
Initiative +9 Senses Perception +10; low-light vision
HP 228; Bloodied 114
AC 26; Fortitude 24, Reflex 26, Will 25
Resist 10 necrotic
Saving Throws +2
Speed 6
Action Points 1
m Shadowfire Touch (standard; at-will) ✦ Fire, Necrotic
 +17 vs. Reflex; 2d6 + 4 fire and necrotic damage, and the 

shade witch is invisible to the target until she attacks.
r Shadowed Eye (standard; at-will) ✦ Psychic
 Ranged 10; +17 vs. Reflex; 2d6 + 5 psychic damage, 

and the target has no line of sight to anything beyond 2 
squares until the end of the shade witch’s next turn.

M or R Shadow Fury (standard; at-will)
 Malachi’s shade witch makes two basic attacks.
R Soul Flaying (standard; recharges when a target within sight 

becomes bloodied) ✦ Necrotic
 Ranged 10; +17 vs. Will; 4d8 + 7 necrotic damage, and the 

target can’t use healing surges until the end of the shade 
witch’s next turn.

A Shade Voice (standard; encounter) ✦ Necrotic
 Area burst 2 within 10; +16 vs. Fortitude; 3d6 + 7 necrotic 

damage, and the target is dazed (save ends).
Shadowbite Jaunt (move; encounter) ✦ Teleportation
 Malachi’s shade witch teleports 6 squares and becomes 

insubstantial until the start of her next turn. Enemies 
adjacent to her when she teleports take 1d10 + 5 necrotic 
damage and are knocked prone.

Alignment Evil Languages Common, Deep Speech
Skills Arcana +17, Stealth +14
Str 12 (+7) Dex 16 (+9) Wis 9 (+5)
Con 18 (+10) Int 22 (+12) Cha 20 (+11)
Equipment leather armor

3 Fists of Malachi (F) Level 11 Soldier
Medium natural humanoid, human XP 600 each
Initiative +11 Senses Perception +4
HP 111; Bloodied 55
AC 27; Fortitude 24, Reflex 23, Will 22
Speed 5
m War Pick (standard; at-will) ✦ Weapon
 +18 vs. AC; 1d8 + 5 damage (1d8 + 10 to a bloodied foe); 

crit 2d8 + 15 (2d8 + 20 to a bloodied foe), and ongoing 5 
damage and target is marked (save ends both).

C Scream for Malachi (when reduced to 0 hp) ✦ Psychic
 Close burst 1; targets enemies; +15 vs. Will; 2d6 + 3 

psychic damage (2d6 + 8 psychic damage to a bloodied 
target).

Alignment Evil Languages Common
Skills Intimidate +13
Str 21 (+10) Dex 18 (+9) Wis 9 (+4)
Con 15 (+7) Int 12 (+6) Cha 17 (+8)
Equipment scale armor, light shield, war pick, mask
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2 Advanced Eyes of Malachi (E) Level 12 Skirmisher
Medium natural humanoid, human XP 700 each
Initiative +9 Senses Perception +10
HP 95; Bloodied 47
AC 23; Fortitude 21, Reflex 21, Will 19
Speed 6
m Battleaxe (standard; at-will) ✦ Weapon
 +14 vs. AC; 1d10 + 5 damage.
m Handaxe (standard; at-will) ✦ Weapon
 +14 vs. AC; 1d6 + 5 damage.
M Malachi’s Fangs (standard; at-will) ✦ Psychic, Weapon
 The eye of Malachi makes a battleaxe attack and a 

handaxe attack. If both attacks hit, one target takes 
ongoing 5 psychic damage (save ends).

C Scream for Malachi (when reduced to 0 hp) ✦ Psychic
 Close burst 1; targets enemies; +16 vs. Will; 2d6 + 5 psychic 

damage.
Pain Slide (move; at will)
 Creatures taking ongoing damage can’t attack the eye of 

Malachi for moving or shifting.
Alignment Chaotic evil Languages Common, Deep 

Speech
Skills Nature +10, Stealth +17
Str 20 (+11) Dex 22 (+12) Wis 9 (+5)
Con 16 (+9) Int 11 (+6) Cha 18 (+10)
Equipment hide armor, battleaxe, handaxe, mask

Tactics
The warriors here—eyes of Malachi and fists of 
 Malachi—confront the PCs directly. Fists of Malachi 
form the front line, and the eyes of Malachi skirt 
around the PCs to f lank them. All zealously protect 
the shade witch.

 She cares less about them, but 
she relies on them to allow her to 
use her ranged and area attacks. 
The witch looses the vile utterance 
of shade voice first, and then uses soul 
f laying on the most badly wounded 
PC. She then falls back on her basic 
attacks, moving around the edge 
of the fight and escaping a serious 
melee threat with shadowbite jaunt.
 All Malachi’s servants are 
fanatic. They fight to the death.

Features  
of the Area
 Illumination: Bright light from torches and fire.
 Cabinets: The cabinets in the cooking area hold 
food, water, wine, boxes of tobacco, and cooking 
equipment. Enough food is stored here to feed a party 
of five for months.
 Concealed Trapdoor: Where indicated on the 
map, a trapdoor in the ceiling (Perception DC 23 to 
locate from this side) leads to the lower reaches of the 
tower in area 4.
 Fire Pit: The fire is magical (Arcana DC 25 to 
discern without experimentation). It warms the area 
slightly, and it cooks food, but it gives off no smoke, 
fails to melt ice, and won’t harm creatures.
 Platforms: These raised areas are 3 feet above the 
f loor. A creature can clamber up on one as a move 
action or jump up. The stairs are gradual.
 Practice Dummies: These f lexible dummies are 
difficult terrain. They can provide cover.

 Secret Door: Hidden on the south wall in the 
room with the practice dummies is a secret door (Per-
ception DC 28 to locate).
 Water Loop: This magical hollow (Arcana DC 25 
to discern the magic) draws water from surrounding 
ice and keeps it cool and fresh.
 Weapons Rack: This holds eight longswords, 
eight battleaxes, ten handaxes, four longbows, ten 
daggers, eight war picks, and 300 arrows.
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treASure rooM

encounter Level 13 (4,000 XP)

Setup
2 far eidolons (F)

The monsters aren’t apparent. Don’t place them until 
the PCs see them.

When the PCs enter, read:

This pair of rooms consists of a larger chamber with a 
smaller one attached to the west. In the smaller chamber’s 
center is a weird statue of a tentacled humanoid with a 
featureless face. It pains you to look at it.
 Perception DC 25: The statue has a presence that 
makes you think it’s a creature.

The far eidolons ignore the PCs until they are 
attacked, or until the characters enter the treasure 
room.

When the PCs open the secret door, read:

Six wide, square pillars support the ceiling of this large 
room. Against the far wall, valuables are piled around a 
statue similar to the one in the outer room.

When an eidolon acts, read:

A hideous rune appears on the humanoid statue’s face. The 
rune begins to ooze crimson f luid as the creature lunges 
toward you.

2 Far Eidolons (F) Level 14 Elite Controller
Medium aberrant animate (construct) XP 2,000 each
Initiative +9 Senses Perception +10; darkvision
HP 276; Bloodied 138
AC 25; Fortitude 29, Reflex 26, Will 27
Immune disease, poison, petrification
Saving Throws +2
Speed 4
Action Points 1
m Twisting Slam (standard; at-will) ✦ Psychic
 +19 vs. AC; 2d8 + 6 damage, and ongoing 10 psychic 

damage (save ends). While taking this ongoing damage, the 
target deals 5 psychic damage to any of its allies that are 
adjacent to it at the start of its turn.

C Unnatural Retribution (immediate reaction, when an enemy 
attacks the eidolon while it is in mindbending stance; at-will) 
✦ Psychic

 Close burst 2; targets enemies; +17 vs. Will; 1d8 + 4 
psychic damage, and ongoing 5 psychic damage (save 
ends).

Mindbending Stance (standard; at-will) ✦ Psychic
 Until the end of the eidolon’s next turn, enemies that start 

their turns within 5 squares of it take 5 psychic damage, 
and a –2 penalty to attack rolls and defenses. If the eidolon 
moves, the effect ends.

Statue Form
 If the far eidolon remains still, it looks like a statue. In 

this form, it has resist 10 all and it can be recognized as a 
creature with a DC 30 Perception check.

Alignment Unaligned Languages —
Str 22 (+12) Dex 16 (+9) Wis 9 (+5)
Con 18 (+10) Int 6 (+4) Cha 19 (+10)

Tactics
The eidolons stay on opposite sides of the PCs to 
attack. Every other round, one eidolon might take 
up a mindbending stance. It is more likely to do so if it 
thinks it can reach one or more PCs while it is in the 
stance.

Features of the Area
 Secret Door: This door can be located with a 
DC 26 Perception check. The door is locked (DC 30 
Thievery to open; DC 32 Athletics to break open).
 Treasure: The treasure room contains four parcels 
of treasure.
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Butcher’S lAir

encounter Level 14 (5,000 XP)

Setup
Malachi’s butcher (B)

The butcher waits here, ever alert for hunters to bring 
it meat to cut and digest. Sneaking up on the monster 
requires DC 20 Stealth checks.

When the PCs enter the area, read:

This frigid area smells coppery, and the frozen blood in and 
on the f loors and walls makes it clear why.

When the PCs see the butcher, read:

Lumbering into view is a horribly distended zombie with 
exposed muscle, claws, and a lumplike head with a wide, 
fanged maw. It wields a massive cleaver. As it sees you, it 
starts to wheeze and gag, bringing chunks of meat and 
sharp bone into its mouth.

Meat Mote Level 12 Minion
Tiny natural animate (undead) XP —
Initiative +15 Senses Perception +10; darkvision
HP 1; a missed attack never damages a minion.
AC 28; Fortitude 23, Reflex 28, Will 24
Immune disease, poison; Resist 20 necrotic
Speed 8
m Bite (standard; at-will)
 +17 vs. AC; 5 damage, and the target is slowed until the end 

of the meat mote’s next turn.
Alignment Unaligned Languages —
Str 8 (+0) Dex 24 (+13) Wis 19 (+10)
Con 18 (+10) Int 2 (+2) Cha 2 (+2)

Malachi’s Butcher (B) Level 14 Solo Brute
Large natural animate (undead) XP 5,000
Initiative +10 Senses Perception +10; darkvision
HP 564; Bloodied 282; see also rupture
AC 26; Fortitude 29, Reflex 26, Will 26
Immune disease, poison; Resist 10 necrotic; 
Vulnerable 10 radiant
Saving Throws +5
Speed 4
Action Points 2
m Cleaver (standard; at-will) ✦ Weapon
 Reach 2; +15 vs. AC; 2d10 + 7 damage, and ongoing 5 

damage (save ends). On a critical hit, the ongoing damage 
increases to 10 and has Aftereffect: ongoing 5 damage 
(save ends). Against a grabbed target, the butcher scores a 
critical hit on a natural roll of 18–20.

M Claw (standard; at-will)
 Reach 2; +15 vs. AC; 2d8 + 7 damage, and the target is 

grabbed. The butcher can grab only one creature at a time, 
and it can’t make claw attacks while grabbing.

M Butchery (standard; at-will) ✦ Weapon
 The butcher makes a cleaver and a claw attack.
M Mangling Maw (minor; requires a grabbed target; at-will)
 Targets a creature the butcher is grabbing; +15 vs. AC; 2d10 

+ 5 damage, and the butcher regains 5 hit points.
Spew Meat Mote (minor; at-will)
 Malachi’s butcher takes 10 damage. A meat mote appears 

in a square of the butcher’s choice within 2 squares. It acts 
right after the butcher. The butcher can have only four 
active meat motes at a time.

Rupture (when reduced to 0 hit points)
 Four meat motes appear in the butcher’s space. They take 

their turn immediately after the butcher is reduced to 0 hit 
points.

Alignment Unaligned Languages —
Str 24 (+13) Dex 18 (+10) Wis 18 (+10)
Con 21 (+10) Int 6 (+4) Cha 2 (+3)
Equipment cleaver

Tactics
The butcher rips into the PCs, ignoring danger to 
itself to reach choice targets. When it grabs and uses 
mangling maw, it drops the grabbed target to use its 
claws again on the next round. It spews meat motes 
whenever it can, and they move quickly to f lank and 
harry the PCs.

Features of the Area
 Bloody Ice: This resembles blood ice, but it’s 
harmless (Arcana DC 12 to discern).
 Debris: This shattered bed is where the butcher 
reclines when its not pacing or otherwise active. The 
area is difficult terrain.
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hAll of tentAcleS

encounter Level 13 (4,400 XP)

Setup
Malachi’s grasping mist trap (T)
Roper eidolon (R)
4 aberrant f lingers (A)

To safeguard the pool of frozen spirits, Malachi installed 
a number of nasty traps in this area.

When the PCs enter, read:

A doorway opens in the center of each wall—a single door to 
the north and south, and double doors to the east and west. 
Every inch of the stone walls, f loor, and ceiling bear odd 
carvings of laughing fiendish faces, their mouths dark and 
hollow. Curling mist covers the f loor.
 Perception DC 23: Something writhes in the mist, 
like a tendril or serpentine creature.

When the trap attacks, the western double doors 
open, awakening the creatures in the western room.

When the PCs see this, read:

The western double doors open, revealing a cross-shaped 
room of hewn ice, its f loor covered in gravel. In the room’s 
center is a roughly carved pillar of stone. It opens a 
monstrous crystalline eye and a maw full of crystal fangs. 
Tentacles sprout from its side.

The PCs might not have line of sight to the far door, so 
don’t mention it until they see it. Don’t place the aber-
rant f lingers until the PCs see them.

When the aberrant f lingers attack, read:

A crawling, violet knot of tentacles and eyes scuttles 
toward you.

Malachi’s Grasping Mist (T) Level 13 Elite Obstacle
Trap XP 1,600
Wisps emerge from the ghostly mist, solidifying and lashing 
at you.

Trap: Mist fills this room, allowing the grasping mist to attack 
anywhere within it. The room’s doors close moments after 
a number of intruders enter the room, then the trap rolls 
initiative. It also attacks when a creature approaches a door.

Perception
✦ DC 23: The character spots the grasping mist before it 

attacks.
Arcana
✦ DC 18: The character recognizes the room’s doors are the 

trap’s focus.
✦ DC 23: The character’s knowledge provides a +2 bonus to 

Thievery checks to open a door.
Initiative +11
Attack ✦ Necrotic
Standard Action Close blast 4 (from each 

doorway, which fills the room)
Target: Each creature in blast
Attack: +16 vs. Will
Hit: 1d10 + 2 necrotic damage
Attack ✦ Necrotic
Opportunity Action Melee 1
Trigger When a creature moves adjacent to or touches a 

doorway while inside the room.
Target: The triggering creature
Attack: +16 vs. Fortitude
Hit: The target is dazed (save ends) and pushed 2 squares.
Miss: The target is dazed until the end of its next turn.
Countermeasures
✦Acrobatics (part of a move action; DC 26) The character can 

tumble through an open doorway without triggering the 
opportunity attack.

✦Arcana (standard action; DC 26) The character clears all 
adjacent squares of mist. Those squares are safe from the 
trap’s next standard action attack. Then the mist returns, 
unless the character clears the squares again.

✦Athletics (standard action; DC 30) The character breaks a 
door open, taking a –2 to defenses while doing so.

✦Thievery (standard action; DC 32) An adjacent character can 
open a door without triggering the opportunity attack.

✦ A character can ready an attack on the grasping mist as it 
makes its standard action attack. The grasping mist has 
defenses of 25. If the character hits, the character’s square 
and those in the attack’s area are safe from the trap’s next 
standard action attack.

✦ A character can attack a door (defenses 22; 75 hp).

Roper Eidolon (R) Level 14 Elite Controller
Large aberrant animate (construct) XP 2,000
Initiative +10 Senses Perception +12; darkvision
HP 280; Bloodied 140
AC 28; Fortitude 27, Reflex 24, Will 26
Immune disease, poison, petrification
Saving Throws +2
Speed 4
Action Points 1
m Bite (standard; at-will)
 +19 vs. AC; 2d10 + 10 damage.
m Tentacle (standard; at-will) ✦ Poison
 Reach 10; +17 vs. Reflex; 2d10 + 4 damage, and the target 

is grabbed. While the target is grabbed, it is also weakened.
M Double Attack (standard; at-will) ✦ Poison
 The roper makes two tentacle attacks.
M Reel (minor 2/round; at-will)
 Targets a creature the roper eidolon has grabbed; +17 vs. 

Fortitude; on a hit, the target is pulled 5 squares.
Pillar Body
 If the roper eidolon that does not move, retracts its 

tentacles, and keeps its eye and mouth closed resembles 
a rough-hewn pillar. In this form, it has resist 10 all and it 
can be recognized as a creature with a DC 30 Perception 
check.

Alignment Unaligned Languages —
Str 22 (+13) Dex 17 (+10) Wis 20 (+12)
Con 20 (+12) Int 6 (+5) Cha 10 (+7)
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4 Aberrant Flingers (A) Level 13 Minion Brute
Medium aberrant animate (construct) XP 200 each
Initiative +10 Senses Perception +5; darkvision
HP 1; a minion never takes damage from a miss
AC 25; Fortitude 27, Reflex 25, Will 24
Immune disease, poison, petrification
Speed 8
m Tentacle Knot (standard; at-will) ✦ Acid
 Reach 2; +16 vs. AC; 8 acid damage, and the target is 

grabbed. A grabbed target takes 8 acid damage at the start 
of each of the aberrant flinger’s turns.

M Fling (minor 1/round; at-will)
 Targets a creature the aberrant flinger is grabbing; +15 vs. 

Fortitude; 5 damage, and the target slides 3 squares and is 
knocked prone. The target is no longer grabbed. Miss: The 
target is no longer grabbed.

Alignment Unaligned Languages —
Str 22 (+12) Dex 19 (+10) Wis 8 (+5)
Con 18 (+10) Int 2 (+2) Cha 16 (+9)

Tactics
The roper eidolon reaches into the trapped room—
without touching a door—and grabs one or two PCs. 
It then uses reel to separate those PCs from the party 
and bring them close for biting. The roper continues 
this tactic, grabbing, reeling, and biting throughout 
the combat. It doesn’t move from its spot unless 
staying there proves too dangerous. For instance, if 
f lanked, it might move so its back is against a wall.
 Meanwhile, the aberrant f lingers stay out of the 
trapped room, f linging PCs that move into their room 
back into the trap. They also attack characters who 
escape from the roper, also f linging such unfortu-
nates back into the trap.
 All the creatures here fight until destroyed.

Features of the 
Area
 Far Door: This door leads to the 
pool of frozen spirits (area 18). It’s 
locked (Thievery DC 23 to open; 
 Athletics DC 23 to break).

Conclusion
If the PCs kill the monsters and close 
the double doors, they have a safe place 
to rest between the trap and the pool of 
frozen spirits. Malachi is busy, and his 
servants don’t come near this area.
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cold ShAdowS

encounter Level 13 (4,600 XP)

Setup
Beholder eye of frost (B)
Young shadow hulk (S)
2 shadow hook horrors (H)

All the monsters here lurk out of sight or in the 
shadow taint—see Features of the Area. The PCs 
might not see them immediately.

When the PCs enter the room, read:

Clouds of darkness roil in this cold chamber like dark 
smoke, defying your light. The f loor is stained with blood, 
and bits of bone and f lesh are scattered on it. Three 
corridors and a pair of double doors lead out to the north, 
while another corridor leads south.
 Perception DC 11: Some of the bits on the ground 
twitch as if alive.
 Perception DC 18: Crouching in one of the larger 
areas of darkness is a 12-foot-tall insectile monster 
with obsidian carapace. It has massive arms, claws, and 
mandibles. Its weird, multieyed face draws your attention, 
making your head swim.
 Perception DC 23: Clinging to the walls on arms 
that end in outsized hooks is a creature like a cross between 
a vulture and a giant cockroach. Its body is glossy black, its 
eyes hollow pools of darkness.

The bits are harmless remnants of the butcher’s meat 
motes, which the zombie releases here to feed and 
entertain the monsters. A DC 23 Arcana check is 
enough to discern the necrotic energy still in the bits 
and their harmlessness.

When the eye of frost attacks, read:

A f loating orb with a huge central eye and numerous 
eyestalks f loats into view. It has an armored hide the color 
of frosted ice, and its eyes are blue-black. Within its maw 
are crooked fangs. It snarls, uttering a barking phrase like 
an order.
 If a PC speaks Deep Speech: In Deep Speech, the 
creature says, “Rip them and tear them, then feast on their 
warm blood and bones.”

Young Shadow Hulk (S) Level 12 Elite Soldier
Large shadow magical beast XP 1,400
Initiative +11 Senses Perception +13; darkvision, 

tremorsense 5
HP 252; Bloodied 126
AC 28; Fortitude 30, Reflex 25, Will 24
Saving Throws +2
Speed 6, burrow 2 (tunneling); phasing
Action Points 1
m Claw (standard; at-will)
 Reach 2; +19 vs. AC; 2d6 + 8 damage.
M Grabbing Double Attack (standard; at-will)
 The young shadow hulk makes two claw attacks. If both 

claw attacks hit the same target, the target can be grabbed. 
A grabbed target takes ongoing 10 damage from the young 
shadow hulk’s mandibles until it escapes. While grabbing 
a target, the only melee attack the young shadow hulk can 
make is a single claw attack against the grabbed target.

C Dazing Gaze (minor 1/round; at-will) ✦ Gaze, Psychic
 Close blast 5; targets enemies; +15 vs. Will; the target is 

dazed (save ends).
Alignment Unaligned Languages —
Str 26 (+14) Dex 16 (+9) Wis 14 (+8)
Con 22 (+13) Int 5 (+3) Cha 12 (+7)

Tactics
The young shadow hulk and hook horrors engage the 
PCs in melee, trying to grab their targets for biting on 
subsequent turns. Each turn, the young shadow hulk 
uses dazing gaze on the PCs. The shadow hook hor-
rors employ shadow cloak to outmaneuver their foes. 

If a PC proves too difficult to fight, a shadow hook 
horror f lings it aside in favor of another target.
 Delaying if it would act before its soldier allies, 
the eye of frost emerges from its position and takes 
up another. It chooses a place where it can maximize 
both the number of PCs it can see and the number 
of allies between it and the PCs. When it suspects it 
might become bloodied, the beholder moves away 
from its allies and toward the PCs to let loose frost 
arcs. The next turn, it favors telekinesis ray to free itself 
from would-be melee attackers.
 The other monsters consider the eye of frost their 
leader because Malachi raised them with it. They 
 protect the eye at all costs.

2 Shadow Hook Horrors (H) Level 13 Soldier
Large shadow beast XP 800 each
Initiative +12 Senses Perception +9; blindsight 10
HP 137; Bloodied 68
AC 28; Fortitude 27, Reflex 24, Will 24
Speed 4, climb 4
m Hook (standard; at-will)
 Reach 2; +20 vs. AC; 1d12 + 7 damage, and the target is 

pulled 1 square.
M Rending Hooks (standard; at-will)
 The shadow hook horror makes two hook attacks, each at 

a –2 penalty. If both hooks hit the same target, the hook 
horror deals an extra 1d12 damage and the target can be 
grabbed.

M Bite (minor 1/round; requires a grabbed target; at-will)
 Targets a creature the shadow hook horror has grabbed; 

+20 vs. AC; 1d8 + 7 damage.
M Fling (standard; recharge ⚅ )
 +19 vs. Fortitude; 2d12 + 7 damage, and the target slides 3 

squares and is knocked prone.
Shadow Cloak (minor; requires activation in an area of dim 

light; encounter)
 The shadow hook horror becomes invisible until the end of 

its next turn.
Alignment Unaligned Languages —
Skills Athletics +18
Str 24 (+13) Dex 19 (+10) Wis 16 (+9)
Con 25 (+13) Int 3 (+2) Cha 12 (+7)
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Beholder Eye of Frost (B) Level 13 Elite Artillery
Large aberrant magical beast XP 1,600
Initiative +10 Senses Perception +13; all-around vision, 

darkvision
Eyes of the Beholder aura 5; at the start of each enemy’s turn, 

if that creature is within the aura and in the eye of frost’s 
line of sight, the eye of flame uses one random eye ray 
power against that creature.

HP 204; Bloodied 102; see also fiery burst
AC 26; Fortitude 26, Reflex 27, Will 28
Saving Throws +2
Speed fly 6 (hover)
Action Points 1
m Bite (standard; at-will)
 +18 vs. AC; 2d6 damage.
R Central Eye (minor; at-will)
 Ranged 5; the target gains vulnerable 10 cold, and any 

attack that deals cold damage to the target also deals 
ongoing 5 cold damage (save ends both).

R Eye Rays (standard; at-will) ✦ see text
 The eye of frost can use up to two eye ray powers (chosen 

from the list below), at least one of which must be a frost 
ray. Each power must target a different creature. Using eye 
rays does not provoke opportunity attacks.

1—Frost Ray (Cold): Ranged 8; +17 vs. Fortitude; 2d4 + 6 cold 
damage, and the target is slowed until the end of the eye 
of frost’s next turn.

2—Telekinesis Ray: Ranged 8; +17 vs. Reflex; the target slides 3 
squares and is knocked prone.

3—Freeze Ray: Ranged 8; +17 vs. Will; the target is restrained 
(save ends).

C Frost Arcs (when first bloodied) ✦ Cold
 Close burst 2; +17 vs. Fortitude; 2d6 + 6 cold damage, and 

the target is immobilized.
Alignment Evil Languages Deep Speech
Str 10 (+6) Dex 19 (+10) Wis 15 (+8)
Con 18 (+10) Int 12 (+7) Cha 22 (+12)

Features of the 
Area
 Secret Door: A secret door 
 (Perception DC 24 to locate from this 
side) opens into the Malachi’s cham-
bers (area 20). It’s locked (Thievery DC 
25 to open; Athletics DC 25 to break).
 Shadow Fog: The Shadowfell 
bleeds into the natural world in the 
spaces marked with crosshatching, cre-
ating areas of  roiling darkness. Bright 
light adjacent to a square of shadow fog 
makes that square dim light instead of 
darkness.
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neSSuS Shrine

encounter Level 14 (5,000 XP)

Setup
2 oblivion wraiths (o)
Sword wraith (S)
4 shattered wraiths (W)

Characters who fail to approach this area with stealth 
(Stealth DC 20) or who bring visible light attract the 
undead in this area. The undead still lurk within sar-
cophagi. Do not place any of the monsters until the 
PCs can see them.

When the PCs enter the northern tomb, read:

Arranged against every wall here are sarcophagi. Their lids 
are carved to resemble tief lings, each with his or her tail 
wrapped around his or her body. In some cases, the carving 
features stone hands reaching up from the lid. A sensation 
of unnatural pressure pervades the room.

When the PCs enter the southern shrine, read:

It’s clear this room is an unholy place—against the eastern 
wall is an altar on which stand two statues of nude succubi 
holding up human infants toward a many-pointed star 
wrought from a blood-red metal and embedded in the 
ceiling. Along the north and south walls is a row of concave 
depressions stained with a tarry substance.
 Arcana or History DC 25: The symbol is that of the 
Wrights of Nessus, an order of diabolists from the days of 
Bael Turath.

All the wraiths appear as dark spirits of vaguely 
humanoid shape.

2 Oblivion Wraiths (O) Level 14 Brute
Large shadow humanoid (undead) XP 1,000
Initiative +13 Senses Perception +7; darkvision
Nihil (Necrotic) aura 2; any enemy that starts its turn within 

the aura takes 10 necrotic damage and cannot spend a 
healing surge until the start of its next turn.

HP 116; Bloodied 58; see also death blast
Regeneration 10 (if an oblivion wraith takes radiant damage, 

regeneration doesn’t function until the end of its next turn)
AC 26; Fortitude 25, Reflex 27, Will 24
Immune disease, poison; Resist 15 necrotic, insubstantial
Speed fly 6 (hover); phasing; see also shadow glide
m Nihil Strike (standard; at-will) ✦ Necrotic
 Reach 2; +15 vs. Reflex; 2d8 + 7 necrotic damage, and the 

oblivion wraith is invisible to the target until the end of the 
oblivion wraith’s next turn.

M Obliviate (standard; recharge ⚃ ⚄ ⚅ ) ✦ Necrotic
 Reach 2; +15 vs. Reflex; 2d8 + 4 necrotic damage, and 

ongoing 15 necrotic damage and a –2 penalty to saving 
throws (save ends both).

C Death Blast (when reduced to 0 hit points) ✦ Necrotic
 Close blast 3; targets enemies; +15 vs. Fortitude; 2d8 + 7 

necrotic damage, and the target loses two healing surges. 
Miss: Half damage, and the target loses a healing surge.

Shadow Glide (move; encounter)
 The oblivion wraith shifts up to 6 squares.
Spawn Wraith
 Any humanoid killed by an oblivion wraith rises as a free-

willed oblivion wraith at the start of its creator’s next turn, 
appearing in the space where it died (or in the nearest 
unoccupied space). Raising the slain creature (using the 
Raise Dead ritual) does not destroy the spawned wraith.

Alignment Chaotic evil Languages Common
Skills Stealth +18
Str 20 (+12) Dex 23 (+13) Wis 10 (+7)
Con 16 (+10) Int 10 (+7) Cha 18 (+11)

Tactics
The wraiths attack stealthily to gain surprise and/or 
combat advantage. Along with the sword wraith, the 
oblivion wraiths strike at the party’s front line. They 
then use shadow glide to take up positions that grant 
combat advantage and allow them access to softer tar-
gets. The oblivion wraiths also do so with the goal of 

placing most of the PCs within the nihil aura. In this 
case they ignore opportunity attacks to spread the 
destruction of the aura. In any case, oblivion wraiths 
ignore possible opportunity attacks to attack chosen 
targets. The sword wraith instead relies on phasing to 
move through objects and around the PCs.
 Shattered wraiths split up to come at the PCs from 
varying angles. They also use shadow glide to move 
among the PCs, making targeting them with area 
attacks difficult.
 These undead fight until destroyed.

Sword Wraith (S) Level 17 Lurker
Medium shadow humanoid (undead) XP 1,600
Initiative +19 Senses Perception +14; darkvision
HP 90; Bloodied 45
Regeneration 10 (if the sword wraith takes radiant damage, 

regeneration is negated until the end of the sword wraith’s 
next turn)

AC 30; Fortitude 29, Reflex 30, Will 32
Immune disease, poison; Resist 20 necrotic, insubstantial;
Vulnerable 10 radiant (see also regeneration above)
Speed fly 8 (hover); phasing; see also shadow glide
m Shadow Sword (standard; at-will) ✦ Necrotic
 +20 vs. Reflex; 2d8 + 7 necrotic damage, and the target is 

weakened (save ends).
M Death Strike (when reduced to 0 hit points) ✦ Necrotic
 The sword wraith shifts 4 squares and makes a melee basic 

attack, dealing an extra 2d8 necrotic damage on a hit.
Combat Advantage ✦ Necrotic
 The sword wraith deals an extra 2d6 necrotic damage 

against any target it has combat advantage against.
Shadow Glide (move; encounter)
 The sword wraith shifts 6 squares.
Spawn Wraith
 Any humanoid killed by a sword wraith rises as a free-

willed sword wraith at the start of its creator’s next turn, 
appearing in the space where it died (or in the nearest 
unoccupied space). Raising the slain creature (using the 
Raised Dead ritual) does not destroy the spawned wraith.

Alignment Chaotic evil Languages Common
Skills Stealth +20
Str 14 (+10) Dex 24 (+15) Wis 12 (+9)
Con 18 (+12) Int 11 (+8) Cha 24 (+15)
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Features of the Area
 Altar: The altar is a low obstacle. A creature can 
move onto or off of the altar as if moving into difficult 
terrain. Succeeding on a DC 20 Athletics check (10 
with a running start) allows the creature to ignore 
this requirement.
 Concave Depressions: These are merely wells to 
hold incense and tinctures used in summoning ritu-
als. The substance in them is the harmless remains of 
such components.
 Sarcophagi: The sarcophagi are all fashioned 
from stone and act as low obstacles for determining 
cover. A creature can clamber atop a sarcophagus as a 
move action or as part of another move with a DC 30 
Athletics check (15 with a running start).

 Stairs: Leading between two 
levels of the tomb, these stairs are 
gradual.
 Statues: The succubus statues 
are 8 feet tall (Athletics DC 15 to 
climb). They act as blocking terrain 
for determining cover.
 Treasure: This area contains two 
treasure parcels.

Conclusion
Surviving undead act on the 
 lingering feeling that this is their 
fortress, and that the citadel has 
been compromised. They spill out 
of the chamber after the encounter, 
moving room by room, attack-
ing anyone they find. They don’t 
 necessarily pursue the PCs directly 
if the PCs f lee.

4 Shattered Wraiths (W) Level 16 Minion Lurker
Small shadow humanoid (undead) XP 350 each
Initiative +18 Senses Perception +10; darkvision
HP 1; a minion never takes damage from a miss
AC 31; Fortitude 25, Reflex 29, Will 28
Immune disease, poison; Resist 10 necrotic
Speed fly 6 (hover); phasing
m Shatter Touch (standard; at-will) ✦ Necrotic
 +19 vs. Reflex; 5 necrotic damage, and the target gains 

vulnerable necrotic 5.
Shadow Glide (move; encounter)
 The shattered wraith shifts 6 squares.
Alignment Chaotic evil Languages —
Skills Stealth +19
Str 4 (+5) Dex 23 (+14) Wis 15 (+10)
Con 15 (+10) Int 6 (+6) Cha 20 (+13)
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Bleeding univerSe

encounter Level 17+ (8,000+)

Setup
Malachi (M)
True orrery (shown on map)
Volarn (V is where he arrives)
Kaorti fallen (+1,000 XP per fallen)

Regardless of when the PCs arrive, Malachi has just 
completed the hideous ritual and placed the Tear of 
Ioun in the orrery.

When the PCs open the door, read:

A massive, spinning orrery dominates this chamber, a mess 
of arms, orbs, and other odd protrusions. Hovering in the 
center of the machine is a black stone about the size of a 
fist. It pulses with green light that spills out from fractures 
marring its surface. Above the entire apparatus, you see a 
black rip in reality—a portal that writhes with darkness and 
motes of painful light.
 In front of the device is a black-robed man with wispy 
hair. He turns to you, revealing a distorted face, two 
eyestalks emerging from his eye sockets. He opens his 
mouth to loose a shriek of outrage as his fingers start twitch 
with the casting of a dire spell.
 Arcana DC 25: The portal leads to the Far Realm!
 Perception DC 20: Energy is coursing from the 
portal into the Tear of Ioun and the surrounding room.

At the start, the PCs must contend only with are 
Malachi and the Tear of Ioun. The stone itself is 
invulnerable to damage, and you should let the 
 players know this when they see it unharmed 
by attacks that include it. Each round the portal 
remains open, more enemies emerge from the Far 
Realm to attack the PCs.

 Round 1: Malachi
 Round 2: Volarn
 Round 4, 7, 10, 12, 14, 15: Kaorti fallen

When Volarn arrives, read:

A massive violet tendril with weird musculature rips 
through the portal. Its end spews out a humanoid form 
wrapped in glistening sheets of dark resin. Violet skin 
wriggling with tendrils is exposed here and there. The 
creature’s black eyes are also exposed, weeping thick oil.
 “Well you have done, Malachi. Kill these wretches so the 
others may come forth,” it says in a rough hiss.
 “Volarn!” Malachi howls with adoration.

The other Kaorti arrive in a similar fashion (if they 
arrive at all).

Malachi Level 16 Elite Controller
Medium aberrant humanoid, human XP 2,800
Initiative +9 Senses Perception +7; darkvision
HP 314; Bloodied 157
AC 30; Fortitude 38, Reflex 30, Will 28
Saving Throws +2; see also distortion field
Speed 6; climb 6 (spider climb)
Action Points 1
m Disrupting Claws (standard; at-will) ✦ Necrotic
 +21 vs. AC; 2d8 + 3 necrotic damage, and the target 

regains only half the number of hit points granted by 
healing powers (save ends).

A Psychic Assault (minor 1/round; at-will) ✦ Psychic
 Area burst 1 within 10; targets enemies; +18 vs. Reflex; 

1d10 + 7 psychic damage.
C Distortion Field (standard; sustain minor; recharges when 

first bloodied) ✦ Conjuration, Psychic, Zone
 Close burst 2; a rippling field of energy causes disturbing 

reality distortions; enemies that start their turns in the 
zone take 5 psychic damage and –2 to defenses until the 
start of their next turn. The distortion field moves with 
Malachi. While the field persists, Malachi gains +5 to 
checks to escape a grab and +5 saving throws against the 
immobilized, restrained, and slowed conditions. Sustain 
Minor: The zone persists.

C Unraveling Blast (standard; encounter) ✦ Psychic
 Close blast 3; +18 vs. Will; 2d10 + 7 psychic damage, and 

ongoing 10 psychic damage (save ends). If the target has 
created any effect that has a duration (save ends, until end 
of turn, until end of encounter) or can be sustained, that 
effect ends. Miss: 1d10 + 7 psychic damage and ongoing 5 
psychic damage (save ends).

Mindbending Jaunt (move; recharge ⚃ ⚄ ⚅) ✦ Teleportation
 Malachi teleports 5 squares. Malachi can choose a creature 

that he starts or arrives adjacent to, forcing that creature 
to make a melee basic attack against another adjacent 
creature as a free action.

Alignment Chaotic evil Languages Abyssal, Common,  
   Deep Speech

Skills Arcana +20, History +20
Str 11 (+8) Dex 12 (+9) Wis 9 (+7)
Con 21 (+13) Int 24 (+15) Cha 21 (+13)
Equipment robes, orb, keys to trapdoor in area 4, the secret 

door in area 14, the door to area 18, and the secret doors 
in area 19/20 and 20/22.
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True Orrery Level 15 Elite Blaster
Trap XP 2,400
Within the whirling arms of the orrery, the Tear of Ioun 
pulses with sickly light, sending arcs of distorting energy cours-
ing through the room.

Trap: At the beginning of combat, the Tear if Ioun rolls initiative 
and begins attacking.

Perception
 ✦ DC 18 A character notices fissures appearing in the Tear 

of Ioun, as if it can’t contain the energy flowing into it for 
long. Success grants +2 to the Arcana check.

Arcana
 ✦ DC 23 The character knows that hurling the Tear of Ioun 

into the Far Realm is likely to destroy the stone. It won’t be 
able to contain the energy, but it is likely invulnerable to 
other attacks.

Initiative +10
Attack
Opportunity Action Melee 1
Trigger: When a creature starts its turn or moves adjacent to 

the orrery
Target: The triggering creature
Attack: +20 vs. AC
Hit: 1d10 + 5 damage, and the target is pushed 3 squares 

(random direction) and knocked prone.
Attack ✦ Necrotic, Psychic
Standard Action Close burst 3
Target: Each enemy in burst
Attack: +18 vs. Fortitude
Hit: 2d6 + 5 necrotic and psychic damage, and one of the 

following effects from the warping influences (examples of 
alterations in parenthesis; roll 1d12; save ends all):

1 Dazed (hallucinations, disorientation, pain)

2 Ongoing 10 necrotic damage (body oozing blood)

3 Blinded (eyes disappear, delusions)

4 Slowed (leg withers, pain, disorientation)

5 –2 to attack (arm withers, squealing in ears)

6–7 Harmless but disturbing appearance change

8 –2 to defenses (dizziness, distorted vision)

9 Knocked prone (fainting, feet wither)

10 Immobilized (bones soften, floor grabs you)

11 Ongoing 10 psychic damage (screaming in mind)

12 Can’t move closer to orrery (fear)

Any of these effects end instantly if the Tear of Ioun is thrown 
into the Far Realm portal.

Countermeasures
✦Acrobatics (part of a move action; DC 25) A character who 

has enough movement can tumble into the orrery’s space 
to its center.

✦Arcana (standard action; trained only; DC 19)
 The character siphons energy from the eldritch machine, 

slowing it. Until the end of the character’s next turn, the 
orrery takes –2 to attack rolls.

✦Athletics (standard action; DC 24) A character uses brute 
strength to stop the orrery’s mad spinning, causing it to 
damage itself, dealing 30 damage or providing an opening 
for another PC, granting +4 to that character’s check to 
move into the orrery’s space. You take –2 to defenses while 
doing this.

✦Athletics (part of a move action; DC 25) A character who has 
enough movement can jump into the orrery’s space to its 
center.

✦Thievery (standard action; trained only; DC 24)
 You work to jam the machine, dealing 30 damage or 

providing an opening for another PC, granting +4 to a 
subsequent Acrobatics check to move into the orrery’s 
space. You take –2 to defenses while doing this.

✦ A character in the orrery’s center can remove the Tear of 
Ioun from the orrery as a standard action. The portal to the 
Far Realm remains open until the Tear of Ioun leaves the 
orrery’s space. It then closes at the end of the remover’s 
next turn. If the PCs throw the Tear of Ioun through the 
portal, the artifact is destroyed. It cannot otherwise be 
destroyed.

✦A character can attack the orrery (Defenses 29; 250 hp). 
Destroying the orrery disables the portal at the end of the 
destroyer’s next turn, but the orrery explodes when this 
happens:

Attack ✦ Psychic
Standard Action Close burst 10
Targets: All creatures in burst
Attack: +18 vs. Reflex
Hit: 2d10 damage plus 2d10 psychic damage, and the target is 

pushed 3 squares and knocked prone.

Volarn Level 16 Elite Artillery (Leader)
Medium aberrant humanoid, kaorti XP 2,800
Initiative +14 Senses Perception +12; darkvision
HP 246; Bloodied 123
AC 28; Fortitude 27, Reflex 28, Will 29
Resist 10 acid, 10 psychic
Saving Throws +2
Speed 6, climb 6 (spider climb)
Action Points 1
m Ribbon Dagger (standard; at-will) ✦ Weapon
 +19 vs. AC; 4d4 + 4 damage, and ongoing 15 damage (save 

ends).
r Mind Knives (standard; at-will) ✦ Psychic
 Ranged 10; +21 vs. Reflex; 2d8 + 7 psychic damage, and 

ongoing 5 psychic damage.
R Twisting Orb (standard; at-will) ✦ Psychic
 Ranged 10; +21 vs. Reflex; 2d10 + 7 psychic damage, and 

the target is stunned until the end of Volarn’s next turn.
C Mind Warp (standard; encounter) ✦ Psychic, Teleportation
 Close burst 3; targets enemies; +20 vs. Will; 2d8 + 7 

psychic damage, and the target slides 2 squares. Volarn 
can teleport anywhere in the burst.

Out of Nowhere (move; recharge ⚃ ⚄ ⚅) ✦ Psychic, 
Teleportation

 Volarn teleports 6 squares and makes one mind knives 
attack while teleporting. He has combat advantage against 
his target and deals an extra 5 psychic damage.

Alignment Chaotic evil Languages Common, Deep 
Speech

Skills Arcana +19, Insight +12, Religion +19
Str 10 (+8) Dex 18 (+12) Wis 8 (+7)
Con 21 (+13) Int 22 (+14) Cha 24 (+15)
Equipment resin armor, ribbon dagger
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Kaorti Fallen Level 14 Skirmisher
Medium aberrant humanoid XP 1,000
Initiative +15 Senses Perception +12; darkvision
HP 145; Bloodied 72
AC 30; Fortitude 26, Reflex 30, Will 28
Resist 10 acid and 10 psychic
Speed 7, climb 4 (spider climb)
m Ribbon Dagger (standard; at-will) ✦ Weapon
 +21 vs. AC; 2d4 + 6 damage, and ongoing 5 damage (save 

ends).
R Twisting Ray (standard; recharges when first bloodied) ✦ 

Psychic
 Ranged 10; +18 vs. Will; 1d10 + 7 psychic damage, and the 

target is weakened (save ends).
Combat Advantage
 The Kaorti fallen deals an extra 2d6 damage to creatures it 

has combat advantage against.
Mind Slide (move action; recharge ⚃ ⚄ ⚅)
 The Kaorti fallen can shift 3 squares, including through 

an enemy’s space. It must end its shift in an unoccupied 
space. It doesn’t provoke opportunity or immediate action 
attacks for shifting this way.

Alignment Chaotic evil Languages Common, Deep 
Speech

Skills Arcana +18, Intimidate +17, Stealth +18
Str 12 (+8) Dex 23 (+13) Wis 8 (+6)
Con 17 (+10) Int 18 (+11) Cha 20 (+12)
Equipment resin armor, ribbon dagger

Tactics
Malachi opens with distortion field, then uses mind-
bending jaunt to put the orrery between himself and 
as many PCs as possible. He isn’t afraid to teleport to 
the ceiling or the tops of shelves, where he can climb. 
Once there, he employs psychic assault. He sustains the 
distortion field as long as he can, moving only when he 
must so he can lay down as much damage as possible 
and delay the PCs. He husbands his action point to 
make a spectacular series of actions when he really 
needs to do so. Malachi tries to save unraveling blast 
to help end effects that threaten him or his allies, but 
once he is bloodied, he is willing to utilize the potent 
attack simply to deal damage. When down to 50 hit 

points or so, Malachi f lees, abandoning Volarn and 
the Kaorti. If you decide to include it in possible trea-
sure, Malachi has a scroll of Linked Portal (680 gp) 
that he uses to teleport to a location of your choosing—
if he eludes the PCs.
 Volarn protects the orrery and the Tear of Ioun to 
give his Kaorti cohorts the time they need to escape 
the Far Realm. He favors as targets those PCs who are 
or seem likely to start tampering with the orrery. He 
employs out of nowhere to take up a position overlook-
ing the orrery from the platform, he employs twisting 
orb on his preferred targets. If numerous foes threaten 
the orrery, Volarn uses mind warp on the area. He 
keeps mobile by teleporting, climbing, and moving, 
evading pursuers and vexing the PCs’ efforts against 
the orrery.
 The Kaorti fallen engage the PCs with melee 
attacks. They work for f lanking, and they fight to pro-
tect the orrery and Volarn.
 Having spent too long in the Far Realm only to be 
killed when they finally escape, each Kaorti, includ-
ing Volarn, quits the battlefield when reduced to 35 or 
fewer hit points. They flee down the closest passage.

Development
Despite the opportunity attacks the orrery can make 
for the PCs moving adjacent to it in the attempt, the 
PCs might manage to make it to the Tear of Ioun and 
dislodge the stone from the eldritch machine. Any 
time the Tear of Ioun is dislodged from the orrery, the 
device stops spinning and the portal closes within the 
next round. If the PCs throw the Tear through the col-
lapsing portal, they reverse the corrupted relic’s effect 
as described in the true orrery statistics. Since this 
encounter is so challenging, entertain any good ideas 
the players have. For example, snatching the stone 
and putting it inside a bag of holding might close the 

gate and stop the orrery, although it doesn’t end exist-
ing effects from the orrery’s attacks like destroying 
the Tear does.

Features of the Area
 Illumination: The Tear of Ioun fills the room with 
bright light.
 Ceiling: The ceiling is 30-feet high.
 Platform: A ladder leads up to this raised f loor. It 
takes 3 squares of movement to reach top.
 Shelves: An assortment of mundane tools and 
parts litter the shelves, which are 10 feet high (Athlet-
ics DC 15 to climb).
 Treasure: Parts of the orrery and items Malachi 
has here make up three treasure parcels.
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new MonSterS

This adventure introduces a few new monsters.

Icewight
The combination of extreme cold, dark history, and 
proximity to the Shadowfell produces icewights.

Icewight Level 13 Elite Skirmisher
Medium natural humanoid (cold, undead) XP 1,600
Initiative +13 Senses Perception +13; darkvision
HP 254; Bloodied 127
AC 27 (29 while shifting); Fortitude 25, Reflex 26, Will 24
Immune disease, poison; Resist 10 cold (if the wight takes 

cold damage, it gains regeneration 5 until it takes fire or 
radiant damage, or until the end of the encounter), 10 
necrotic;

Vulnerable 5 fire, 5 radiant
Saving Throws +2
Speed 8; ice walk
Action Point 1
m Blightfire Claw (standard; at-will) ✦ Cold, Necrotic
 +18 vs. AC; 1d6 + 5 cold damage, and ongoing 5 cold 

and necrotic damage. If this attack hits a creature taking 
ongoing cold or necrotic damage, the icewight also drains 
a healing surge. The icewight can drain only one healing 
surge per turn in this way.

M Double Attack (standard; at-will) ✦ Cold, Necrotic
 The icewight makes two blightfire claw attacks.
Icy Slip (minor or move; at-will)
 The icewight can shift 1 square as a minor action or 4 

squares as a move action. It gains +2 to AC while shifting.
Alignment Evil Languages Common
Skills Stealth +17
Str 20 (+11) Dex 22 (+12) Wis 14 (+8)
Con 15 (+11) Int 10 (+6) Cha 19 (+10)

Icewight Tactics
An icewight hurls itself at its enemies, sliding around 
them to gain access to targets taking ongoing cold or 
necrotic damage. It uses its action point to finish off a 
foe with another double attack.

Icetomb Wight Level 13 Soldier
Large natural humanoid (undead) XP 800
Initiative +12 Senses Perception +16; darkvision
HP 148; Bloodied 74
AC 32; Fortitude 28, Reflex 26, Will 27
Immune disease, poison; Resist 10 cold (if the wight takes 

cold damage, it gains regeneration 5 until it takes fire or 
radiant damage, or until the end of the encounter), 10 
necrotic;

Vulnerable 5 fire, 5 radiant
Speed 6; ice walk
m Slam (standard; at-will) ✦ Cold
 Reach 2; +20 vs. AC; 2d6 + 7 cold damage, and the target is 

marked (save ends).
M Freezing Grab (standard; at-will) ✦ Cold
 Reach 2; +18 vs. Reflex; 2d6 + 7 cold damage, and the 

target is grabbed. If the icetomb wight uses this power on 
a target it has already grabbed, that target loses a healing 
surge.

M Encase in Ice (standard; requires a grabbed target; at-will) ✦ 
Cold

 Targets the creature the icetomb wight is grabbing; +18 
vs. Fortitude; 2d6 + 7 cold damage, and the target is no 
longer grabbed but is restrained and takes ongoing 10 
cold damage (save ends both), and it is knocked prone. 
Aftereffect: The target is slowed and takes ongoing 5 cold 
damage (save ends both).

Alignment Evil Languages Common
Str 22 (+12) Dex 18 (+10) Wis 20 (+11)
Con 20 (+11) Int 10 (+6) Cha 12 (+7)

Icetomb Wight Tactics
As fearless an icewight, an icetomb wight enters 
combat without heed for its own safety. It grabs an 
adversary, drains that foe of a healing surge, then 
encases the enemy in ice to prevent escape and to 
grant itself and its allies combat advantage.

Icewight Lore
A character knows the following information with a 
Religion check.
 DC 18: Icewights arise from the bodies of 
depraved folk who died in frigid places touched by 
shadow. Such a creature ever hungers for warmth and 
life, and the soul it can never reclaim. Some develop 
such a thick covering of ice that the ice becomes an 
extension of the creature’s body.
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Encounter Groups
Icewights are found in frozen environs as well as in 
the company of other creatures that have power or 
influence with the undead.

Level 13 encounter (XP 4,800)
✦ 1 mummy lord (level 13 elite controller)
✦ 2 icewights (level 13 elite skirmisher)

Kaorti
The Kaorti were priests of Ioun who took their quest 
for knowledge into the Far Realm. They came back as 
something other than human.

Kaorti Fallen Level 14 Skirmisher
Medium aberrant humanoid XP 1,000
Initiative +15 Senses Perception +12; darkvision
HP 145; Bloodied 72
AC 30; Fortitude 26, Reflex 30, Will 28
Resist 10 acid and 10 psychic
Speed 7, climb 4 (spider climb)
m Ribbon Dagger (standard; at-will) ✦ Weapon
 +21 vs. AC; 2d4 + 6 damage, and ongoing 5 damage (save 

ends).
R Twisting Ray (standard; recharges when first bloodied) ✦ 

Psychic
 Ranged 10; +18 vs. Will; 1d10 + 7 psychic damage, and the 

target is weakened (save ends).
Combat Advantage
 The Kaorti fallen deals an extra 2d6 damage to creatures it 

has combat advantage against.
Mind Slide (move action; recharge ⚃ ⚄ ⚅)
 The Kaorti fallen can shift 3 squares, including through 

an enemy’s space. It must end its shift in an unoccupied 
space. It doesn’t provoke opportunity or immediate action 
attacks for shifting this way.

Alignment Chaotic evil Languages Common, Deep 
Speech

Skills Arcana +18, Intimidate +17, Stealth +18
Str 12 (+8) Dex 23 (+13) Wis 8 (+6)
Con 17 (+10) Int 18 (+11) Cha 20 (+12)
Equipment resin armor, ribbon dagger

Kaorti Fallen Tactics
A Kaorti fallen likes to surprise its foes. It opens from 
a stealthy position or distance with twisting ray, then 
engages foes in melee. It uses mind slide and other 
forms of movement, such as climbing across ceilings, 
to keep combat advantage.

Kaorti Skybleeder Level 14 Brute
Large aberrant magical beast XP 1,000
Initiative +12 Senses Perception +10; all-around vision, 

darkvision
Acidic Mist (Acid) aura 1; a creature in the aura takes 5 acid 

damage at the start of its turn.
HP 168; Bloodied 84
Regeneration 5 (if the skybleeder takes fire or force damage, its 

regeneration does not function until the end of its next turn)
AC 26; Fortitude 28, Reflex 26, Will 25
Resist 10 acid and 10 psychic
Speed 6, fly 6 (hover)
m Claw (standard; at-will)
 Reach 2; +17 vs. AC; 1d6 + 7 damage.
M Skybleeder Fury (standard; at-will)
 The skybleeder makes two claw attacks, or three claw 

attacks at –2 to each attack roll.
C Lashing Tentacles (standard; recharge ⚃ ⚄ ⚅) ✦ Acid
 Close burst 2; +15 vs. Reflex; 1d4 + 7 acid damage 

(3d4 + 7 acid damage against a target the skybleeder is 
grabbing), and the target is pulled 2 squares and grabbed. 
A skybleeder can grab up to three targets.

Alignment Chaotic evil Languages Deep Speech
Str 24 (+14) Dex 20 (+12) Wis 6 (+5)
Con 18 (+11) Int 6 (+5) Cha 18 (+11)

Kaorti Skybleeder Tactics
After moving close to numerous enemies to better 
employ its aura, a Kaorti skybleeder uses lashing tenta-
cles to grab a few foes. It then continues to grab those 
it can while clawing or using skybleeder fury. A sky-
bleeder likes nothing better than to slay a foe grasped 
in its acidic tentacles.

Kaorti Thrall Level 14 Minion Skirmisher
Medium aberrant humanoid XP 250
Initiative +16 Senses Perception +6; darkvision
HP 1; a minion never takes damage from a miss
AC 28; Fortitude 27, Reflex 28, Will 23
Resist 10 acid and 10 psychic
Speed 6, climb 4
m Ribbon Dagger (standard; at-will)
 +18 vs. AC; 7 damage.
Mind Shift (minor; at-will)
 The Kaorti thrall shifts 1 square. It doesn’t provoke 

opportunity or immediate action attacks for shifting this 
way.

Combat Advantage
 The Kaorti thrall deals an extra 3 damage to foes it has 

combat advantage against.
Alignment Chaotic evil Languages Deep Speech
Str 18 (+11) Dex 25 (+14) Wis 8 (+6)
Con 22 (+13) Int 8 (+6) Cha 15 (+9)
Equipment resin armor

Kaorti Thrall Tactics
Kaorti thralls madly rush into battle, often dropping 
from high places. They then carefully circle their ene-
mies to distract and deal more damage with combat 
advantage.
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Kaorti Lore
A character knows the following information with a 
Dungeoneering check.
 DC 18: Legends say the Kaorti were once worldly 
mortals who chose to explore the Far Realm. Now 
they are part of a mutated breed corrupted by the 
ages they have spent in the Outside. They retain 
humanoid shape, but their forms are alien.
 DC 23: Kaorti secrete a dark resin that they use to 
make weapons and armor. Most Kaorti wield ribbon 
daggers, thin blades capable of severing limbs in one 
stroke. They wear suits of resin to protect themselves 
from the discomfort they experience in the world and 
the Far Realm. Supplementing their cruel armaments 
are advanced psychic powers that can vary widely.
 Some Kaorti grow so deformed and bloated that 
they become inhuman monsters with multiple clawed 
appendages and eyes. These creatures weep acidic 
mist and trail acidic tentacles. Humanoid Kaorti 
sometimes ride these monstrosities, which they call 
skybleeders.
 DC 25: Kaorti take prisoners and slaves. They 
bind their captives in resin and spend days spilling 
biting and infusing the victims. After a time, the cap-
tives go mad, and with insanity come the physical 
changes that make them new Kaorti or Kaorti thralls.

Encounter Groups
Kaorti are few in number, so they work alongside 
other creatures susceptible to their demented 
influence. They also join other powerful aberrant 
creatures in mad plots.

Level 14 encounter (XP 5,950)
✦ 3 Kaorti fallen (level 14 skirmisher)
✦ 1 Kaorti skybleeder (level 14 brute)
✦ 3 Kaorti thralls (level 14 brute)
✦ 1 destrachan far voice (level 15 artillery)
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